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Dealing with climate change is one of the greatest 
challenges in human history. That’s why it’s best, in this 
transformation to increased sustainability, that we’re no 
longer discussing the “if” but the “how.” In doing so, we 
shouldn’t first think of problems, bans or sacrifices, but 
rather of the opportunity to keep our planet worthy of 
habiting and to promote social progress and prosperity.

With that in mind we are using our full strength to drive 
our transformation forward. With “Ambition 2039,” we 
set our course towards CO2 neutrality for our entire 
company in 2019. Last year we decided to once again 
significantly accelerate down the road to an emis-
sion-free and software-driven future. We will invest 
some 60 billion euros in this effort by 2026.

We want our products to be fully electric by the end 
of this decade wherever market conditions allow. With 
our new EQA, EQB, EQE and EQS we introduced four 
all-electric models in 2021 alone. And our electric prod-
uct offensive continues – across all our brands. We are 
encouraged by the strong positive feedback from our 
customers, which is equally reflected in our strong sales 
numbers: In 2021 we sold nearly twice as many electric 
cars and vans as in the previous year.

However, when it comes to promoting sustainabili-
ty, it’s not solely about products. It’s also about the 
big picture. In order to further advance the spread of 

electro mobility, for example, we must also accelerate 
the expansion of green infrastructure - a very demand-
ing task that governments, energy suppliers and car 
manufacturers can only solve by working together.
We’re also making our contribution: Mercedes me 
Charge, for example, is already one of the world’s 
largest charging networks with access to some 700,000 
charging stations. By adding additional markets and 
charging station operators, this network is growing 
steadily. Working with our partners, we are participat-
ing in its further expansion. At the same time, we are 
increasingly using our own systems and buildings to 
generate sustainable electricity from solar power. 
Much can be achieved when we pull together across 
company and industry boundaries. That is why we com-
ply with international agreements in everything we do 
and are clearly committed to initiatives such as the UN 
Global Compact.

It is part of our corporate responsibility to optimally po-
sition ourselves structurally for the future. To do so we 
took a historic step forward last year: Out of the former 
Daimler we formed two strong, independent companies 
in Daimler Truck and Mercedes-Benz. This enables us to 
concentrate more fully on our respective customers and 
their technological requirements in the future and to 
further accelerate our transformation to sustainability.

Sincerely,

Ola Källenius 
Chairman of the Board of Management of Mercedes-Benz Group AG
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What is the drivetrain of the future? This question has 
been on our minds – and not just since the historic 
realignment of our company, but since our founder 
fathers invented the automobile 136 years ago. At 
Mercedes-Benz we have a clear answer: Innovation. 
Today, this is particularly true when it comes to sus-
tainability. Innovation is the key to ensure that future 
generations can live well on our planet. To this end, 
we are not only completely gearing our product range 
to electric driving – we are also changing the way we 
develop our vehicles.

We presented tangible evidence of this at the begin-
ning of 2022 in our Vision EQXX. It’s an electric car 
pushing the boundaries and exploring options for 
future production vehicles. It is designed down to the 
last detail for maximum range and efficiency. With a 
comparatively small and light battery, our technology 
showcase will be capable of exceeding 1,000 kilome-
ters on a single charge. To accomplish this, we pursued 
a holistic approach, from the high-tech drivetrain to 
optimized aerodynamics and bionic lightweight struc-
tures. We also set out to achieve as much as possible 
in terms of environmental compatibility. That’s why, for 
example, we use new materials obtained from cactus 
fibers and mushroom mycelium. The important thing is 
that this car is not merely a show car. It comes out of 
a technology program from which we learn to advance 
our series production. This includes new forms of 

 digital development and interdisciplinary cooperation 
that make us both faster and more efficient.

The holistic approach to Vision EQXX is also a symbol of 
our efforts to become climate-neutral along our entire 
value chain. Production in our own plants will be CO2 
neutral as early as 2022. We have also made carbon 
 dioxide emissions a key award criterion in our purchas-
ing. Suppliers, who account for around 90 percent of 
our annual purchasing volume, have already agreed to 
only supply us with CO2 neutral products in the future. 

Rarely have we set ourselves more ambitious goals at 
Mercedes-Benz than we do today. This is how we want 
to be a driving force for a good future.

Sincerely,

Markus Schäfer 
Member of the Board of Management of Mercedes-Benz Group AG.  
Chief Technology Officer, Development & Procurement
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With the high-reaching goals of our “Ambition 2039,” 
we at Mercedes-Benz are clearly committed to climate- 
neutral mobility. But we also aim to be a driving force 
for a better future beyond our own value chain.

In November 2021, for example, we were the only Ger-
man car manufacturer to sign the “COP26 Declaration 
on Zero-Emission Cars and Vans” at the world climate 
conference in Glasgow. We are convinced: Only through 
collective action by governments, business and civil 
society can we achieve the goals of the Paris climate 
agreement.

That is why we not only accelerated from “electric-first” 
to “electric-only” in this past year, but also further 
intensified the exchange with our stakeholders. In our 
Advisory Board for Integrity and Sustainability, in the 
Sustainability Dialogue and as part of our membership 
in organizations such as the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development, we use external feedback to 
position ourselves even more sustainably.

In terms of sustainable transformation, we aim to create 
added value for all stakeholders in the spirit of ESG. 
We have therefore aligned our sustainable business 
 strategy with the Sustainable Development Goals of the 
UN. For us, environmental, social and economic respon-
sibility are inextricably linked.

Specifically, that means we do not want to shift any 
problems to other parts of the world – such as in the 
extraction of raw materials for our electric vehicles. We 
only want to offer products that have been manufac-
tured without human rights violations. To this end, we 
are further developing our Human Rights Respect Sys-
tem, with which we can meet central regulatory require-
ments at an early stage. Our declaration of principles 
for social responsibility and human rights, which was 
adopted in the 2021 reporting year, also contributes to 
this end.

We employ governance instruments of this kind for 
other sustainability issues. The data compliance man-
agement system is becoming increasingly important to 
our ambition to “Lead in Car Software.” When using AI 
or automated driving, we also take ethical requirements 
into account. And we’ve done so with success: We were 
the first manufacturer in the world to receive an inter-
nationally valid system approval for highly automated 
driving. 

Our corporate principles and our code of conduct, 
which was awarded top marks1 in the reporting year, 
help us to do the right thing. Sustainability and Integrity 
are the central guidelines in the daily work of our more 
than 170,000 employees. They play the decisive role in 
the sustainable transformation of Mercedes-Benz - our 
“how” to master what is perhaps the greatest challenge 
in human history.

Sincerely,

Renata Jungo Brüngger 
Member of the Board of Management of Mercedes-Benz Group AG. 
Integrity & Legal Affairs

1 During the reporting year, the trade magazine “Der Compliance Manager” took a close 
look at the codes of conduct of the DAX-40 companies and evaluated them in depth. 
Our Integrity Code received top marks in this assessment.
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Our most important task in the transition to electric mobility is to inspire the 
change with convincing luxury products. With Mercedes-EQ, we offer our 
 customers more than just a unique electric driving experience. We asked some 
of them how they’re experiencing this new Mercedes-Benz world, why they’ve 
switched to an EQ model and how important sustainable mobility is to them.

Our customers have the floor

For me as a customer…

...Mercedes-Benz is a perfect metaphor of society’s 
development and the representation of balancing 
force of the world to achieve a more sustainable life. 
Mobility is giving us a glimpse of eternity through 
which we should live the best sustainable life as 
possible.

“

Li Minguo
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At Mercedes I decide…

...how I allow my data to be used, and what 
I either do or don’t regulate electronically.“

Andreas Fuss

I experience 
electromobility…

...as the fire-new EQ model that has struck me with 
its splendid automotive electric luxury. The longer 
it stays by your side, the better it gets to know you 
and your needs, like a boon companion that you have 
known for years.

“
Gong Li
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To make progress and 
improvement to be the best…

...you continuously have to challenge yourself in 
every detail. With its shift to electric mobility, 
Mercedes-Benz is making great effort on social 
 responsibility and customer care.

“
Liang Wenchong

For me as a customer, 
transparency means…

...being able to rely on verifiably fair and environmen-
tally friendly journeys, all the way from production to 
recycling.
“

Jörg Bernicken
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I drive an EQC* because…

...a sustainable future begins in the present.“
Dr Jana Michel

* EQC 400 4MATIC: NEDC: combined electrical 
consumption: 21.9 – 19.4 kWh/100 km;  
combined CO2 emissions: 0 g/km. Electricity 
consumption was determined on the basis of 
Commission Regulation (EC) No. 692/2008.
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Wordless but straight to the point 

1 Electrical consumption and range were determined on the basis of Regulation (EU) 2017/1151.
2 For details please see chapter  Recycling- keeping the end in mind from the very start

1. What’s your facial expression 
when you’re going from 0 to 
100 in 4.3 seconds in the EQS 
(EQS 580 4MATIC, WLTP com-
bined electric energy consump-
tion: 21.3 – 18.2 kWh/100 km;  
CO2 emissions: 0 g/km)1?

2. Production of the EQS is CO2 
neutral as well. What’s the situ-
ation regarding recycling? How 
would you rate the recyclability of 
a Mercedes-Benz car on a scale of 
one to ten?2

As the saying goes, a picture says more than a thousand words. In a somewhat 
offbeat interview, Bettina Fetzer, Chief Communications and Marketing Officer 
at Mercedes-Benz, shows there’s a grain of truth in this. Without using any 
words, she shows clearly what we’ve already achieved on our path toward CO2 
neutrality. 
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Bettina Fetzer
has been Head of Marketing at Mercedes-Benz AG since November 2018. Effective as of 1 July 2021, Bettina Fetzer also became Head of Communications 
at Mercedes-Benz AG. This unit encompasses global corporate communications as well as global communications for cars and vans. In this position, Fetzer 
generates momentum for the brand and is responsible for the global positioning of Mercedes-Benz and its products inside and outside the company. She 
studied International Business Administration in Landshut and Cambridge and has been working in various positions within the company since 2004.

5. You are one of the people re-
sponsible for the external image 
of the world’s most valuable 
luxury automotive brand. Do you 
sometimes take a break in the 
EQS (EQS 450+, WLTP combined 
electric energy consumption: 
19.8 – 15.7 kWh/100 km; CO2 emis-
sions: 0 g/km)1 within its range of 
up to 784 kilometres? 

4. What material used in the EQS 
surprised you? 

1 Electrical consumption and range were determined on the basis of Regulation (EU) 2017/1151. 

3. How can customers charge and 
pay in an uncomplicated way all 
across Europe? 
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In 2021, the publication of the first part of the Sixth IPCC Assessment Report 
has made it clear: the world must act now to limit the consequences of climate 
change. At Mercedes-Benz, scientific findings and the dialogue with experts are 
the basis for the necessary technological progress. This is the only way we can 
achieve our goal of CO2 neutrality by 2039.

Two perspectives on the path to 
climate neutrality

Facts only influence our  
behaviour to a limited extent
 
Prof Dr Dr Felix Ekardt is Head of the Research Centre 
for Sustainability and Climate Policy in Leipzig and Berlin 
and Professor of Public Law and Philosophy of Law at the 
University of Rostock. He has been researching in matters 
of law, ethics, politics, and transformation conditions of 
sustainability for 25 years. Felix Ekardt is active in polit-
ical consulting and is the author of numerous specialist 
articles. In 2021, together with the lawyer Dr Franziska 
Hess, he also obtained the noted decision of the German 
Federal Constitutional Court on climate policy1. We asked 
him for his opinion on key issues in the climate debate.

A frequently used argument against intensified 
climate protection is that it will place a dispro-
portionate burden mainly on people with low 
incomes. What’s your opinion?   
This is all to do with the fact that the opportuni-
ties for freedom between the generations must be 

We’ve achieved a lot more than  
was conceivable at the beginning
 
The publication of the first part of the Sixth IPCC report in 
2021 used hard facts on the status quo of climate change 
and possible subsequent scenarios to make it clear: 
Society, business and governments need to act! In this 
name contribution Jana Krägenbring-Noor, Head of Corpo-
rate Environmental Protection and Energy Management, 
reveals what is needed for the sustainable transformation 
of an internationally operating company — and why there’s 
no alternative to a sustainable business strategy.  

When I look into the sunset on vacation at the Baltic 
Sea and watch the seabirds along the horizon it not only 
energises me, but makes me aware of how important 
it is to keep nature and people in harmony. With this 
goal in mind, I start my laptop in the morning and am 
happy that I can help to shape sustainable action at a 
company like Mercedes-Benz. About four years ago, my 
team and I were given an important task: to create an 

Prof Dr Dr Felix Ekardt
Head of the Research Centre for 
Sustainability and Climate Policy 
in Leipzig and Berlin 

Jana Krägenbring-Noor 
Head of the Corporate Environmental   
Protection and Energy Management  
department at Mercedes-Benz AG

1 1 BvR 2656/18, 1 BvR 288/20, 1 BvR 96/20, 1 BvR 78/20
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balanced more fairly. The Federal Constitutional 
Court confirmed this in its ruling. The effect of cli-
mate protection on the balance of social equality is 
more good than bad, because climate change itself 
would cause a much more problematic distribution 
of social goods than even the most radical climate 
protection policy. 

What does the term “climate justice” mean to you? 
In your opinion, who has to create a balance in 
whose favour?
When it comes to climate protection, the freedom 
of those who produce and consume here and now 
competes with the right to the elementary prerequisites 
of freedom: life, health and a subsistence income — 
worldwide, and also for future generations. The demo-
cratic majority has some creative freedom in this area. 
Constitutional courts have the task of safeguarding cer-
tain limits as we weigh the alternatives. This is precisely 
why Germany’s Federal Constitutional Court intervened, 
because we are in the process of very quickly using up 
the small remaining budget we still have for reaching 
the goal of limiting global warming to 1.5 °C.

How would you categorise the results of the IPCC 
with regard to climate justice and the automotive 
industry?
Sustainability requires a lifestyle and an approach to 
resource management that are viable in the long run 
and on a global scale. In order to solve various environ-
mental problems such as the climate crisis, loss of bio-

even greater awareness within the company of how our 
actions affect the environment. Sustainability should be 
at the centre of business, and it’s not just a matter of 
putting locally emission-free automobiles on the road.  

Sustainability must be the  guiding 
principle for every employee’s 
 actions 

In fact, a sustainable business strategy means inte-
grating sustainability into all processes along the value 
chain. This is a huge task that can only be successful 
if everyone participates. My team and I are working 
intensely, as we always have, to keep things moving and 
serve as the driving force of the strategy and imple-
mentation process. In a way, asking the right questions 
has to become a part of the organisation’s DNA: how is 
climate and environmental protection relevant for my 
tasks, and what aspects do I have to keep in mind? How 
does this decision affect resource consumption and the 
CO2 footprint? Where can I also improve in ways that 
are not measured by performance indicators? We’ve 
already made big progress on these issues, and not just 
in vehicle development and production. 

This highly dynamic process of change is increasingly 
being influenced by investors who demand sustain-
able action. One response to this was the first green 
bond in the amount of one billion euros, which the 
Mercedes-Benz Group issued in September 2020. The 
second green bond of the same amount followed in 
March 2021. The net proceeds from these issues are 

The EQS electric saloon is produced CO2 neutrally at Factory 56 in Sindelfingen.

Following a complaint to the Federal Constitutional Court, the Federal Government must 
amend the German Climate Protection Act by the end of 2022 and define effective climate 
protection measures for the period after 2030.
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diversity, distorted nitrogen and phosphorus cycles and 
the pollution of soil, air and waterways we have to leave 
certain drivers of destruction behind us. We need to 
use zero fossil fuels and about 75 percent less livestock 
farming and pesticides. These problems would then be 
largely solved. The legally binding 1.5 °C limit set by the 
Paris Agreement implies that we must implement all of 
these requirements by the start of the 2030s all over 
the world and in all sectors, including the transportation 
sector. Fossil fuel drive systems may no longer be used 
after that point. Possible compensations for greenhouse 
gas emissions such as bog or forest management don’t 
change that necessity. This is because we need these 
compensations for residual emissions in areas such as 
food production.

People always blame others

Why do we find it so difficult to translate our 
knowledge about the harmful effects of  fossil 
 fuels and excessive meat consumption into 
 concrete actions?
Knowledge of the facts and ethical values — in  other 
words, aspects of awareness — have only limited 
influence on our behaviour. For members of the public, 
politicians, managers and everyone else, other factors 
are often more important — factors such as calculations 
of self-interest, path dependencies, and the fact that 
the climate is a collective good that can’t be controlled 
by individuals. Also important are people’s concepts of 
normality, which are often confused with ethical values. 
It somehow seems “normal” to eat meat every day, fly to 

used exclusively to fund green projects. This enables 
investors to participate directly in the attainment of 
the sustainability goals and at the same time ensures 
that we have the liquidity we need to make important 
investments for the future. 

This is necessary because our efforts as a company are 
embedded within a legal framework set by politics. For 
example, the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement must 
be implemented, so that targets and incentives are 
set not only for individuals, but for society as a whole 
– because that’s the only way that the climate can be 
effectively protected in the long term. At the European 
level, car manufacturers for example are given fleet 
limits. It should be noted that the goals of our Ambition 
2039 go beyond these requirements.

We want to become CO2 neutral by 2039 – the goal 
we set ourselves in May 2019 with the aforementioned 
Ambition 2039 programme has since gained enormous 
momentum, both internally and externally. From my 
point of view we’ve made much more progress over the 
past two years than was originally thought possible. In 
my opinion, the decision of the Executive Board to set 
sustainability targets for all areas is the basis for this 
success. Environmental protection is being directly 
managed and put into practice in our daily work. 

It makes me proud that we have in fact exceeded our 
targets defined for 2021 in some areas. For example, 
we have succeeded in reducing the amount of cobalt 
in the cathodes of the EQS’ battery cells to less than 
ten percent – a significant improvement compared to 
previous battery generations. Our procurement unit 
also made great progress. For example, Mercedes-Benz 
has agreed to purchase battery cells produced in a CO2 
neutral manner as part of its strategic partnerships with 
battery cell partners CATL, ACC and Farasis. Starting 
with the EQS, we will only procure CO2 neutral battery 
cells for our new all-electric passenger car models. 
This will save around 30 percent of the emissions from 
battery production. 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change published the first part of its Sixth 
 Assessment Report in 2021. It summarises the most important findings on the current  
state of climate change, causes and impacts. 
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a holiday destination several times a year and become 
more and more wealthy over time. Perhaps emotional 
factors are the most important here: laziness, habit, 
mental avoidance, a tendency to make up excuses, 
inability to imagine complexity — and especially the ten-
dency to scapegoat others. Climate change is somehow 
ultimately the fault of the Chinese or Donald Trump; as 
for me, I’m completely blameless — even though here 
in Germany we have one of the world’s biggest climate 
footprints per capita.

Is “green” consumption a legitimate way to make 
a fair contribution to climate protection at the 
individual level?
Social change takes place through the interaction of 
diverse players, all of whom are subject to the motivation 
factors I’ve just mentioned. Politicians, members of the 
public, lobbyists and journalists, who all depend on one 
another as if they were caught up in vicious circles, pop-
ulate the political sphere. In addition, the political sphere 
is interdependent with the sphere of production and 
consumption, which is ultimately populated by the same 
people who in turn are interdependent on one another. 
In other words, if we want to reset the framework for our 
consumption, success will depend on the interaction of 
many players. That’s because green consumption can 
mean a technological as well as a behavioural transfor-
mation. Both will be necessary if we are to stay within the 
1.5°C limit. In the interplay of change, we will need volun-
tary green consumption as well as political commitment 
to a change of lifestyle and of economic activity.

Step 1: Taking stock of (life cycle) 
assessment

But how can we know where the need for action is 
particularly acute or where reduction measures are 
especially effective? To answer this question, our 
first step for all units is to take a close look at our 
consumption. 

In doing so, my team and I concentrate on how 
we can employ a holistic approach to improve the 
products’ environmental compatibility and reduce 
the environmental impact. If you want to perma-
nently improve the life cycle assessment, you need 
to take a 360° view of the entire life cycle: What im-
pact do the raw materials already have? How much 
 energy is needed for production, how do the various 
drivetrains influence the CO2 balance during the 
use phase, and what effect does the use of   re-
cyclates have? We can now evaluate all of this not 
only manually, but also automatically, from the raw 
material to practically the last screw, so to speak. 
As a result, we know precisely what measures we 
have to take in order to improve climate neutrality, 
enhance environmental compatibility and reduce 
resource consumption. The life cycle assessment of 
the EQS, for example, shows that we are on the right 
track from today’s perspective with our electric–only 
approach. Calculated for the life cycle as a whole, 
the EQS’ CO2 balance is 80 percent better than that 
of its combustion engine counterpart, given the EQS 
is charged with green electricity. Compared to the 
conventional S-Class, the higher emissions from the 
production of the EQS are already offset after just 
20,000 kilometres. A few years ago, we would have 
considered such figures to be merely visionary.  

Keeping materials in circulation

We also take a close look at the materials used in a 
 vehicle. Moreover, we take on responsibility for our 
supply chain even though we don’t pull all the strings 
here. Our goal is to conserve valuable resources as 
well and to use as little of the primary raw materials 
as possible. At Mercedes-Benz, we have therefore set 

An “unpacked” filling station in a supermarket – to slow down climate change, it is not 
enough to make production processes more efficient and environmentally friendly. 
 Consumer behaviour must also change.
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Demanding and promoting  
a different kind of politics

What exactly do you mean  
by a political commitment?
A different kind of politics is only going to be possible 
if we all demand it — so people should join political 
parties, join associations and join the demonstrations. 
Another prerequisite for a different kind of politics 
is that as many people as possible show in their 
personal spheres how we can live and do business 
differently. This kind of cooperative action is the 
only way we can break through the various vicious 
 circles in which all of the participants and spheres are 
involved. Referring to individual actors is pointless; 
that would lead to the old question of which came 
first, the chicken or the egg. And it is by no means just 
a matter of more factual knowledge and values. If we 
set the course within the political framework and in 
our personal activities for zero fossil fuels and less 
livestock farming and pesticides, these harmful fac-
tors will disappear from the market either completely 
or partially — through technological and behavioural 
transformations.

What does the pathway toward this  
new normality look like to you? 
The central political toolbox has to start operating at 
the EU level. Otherwise, problems would only be shifted 
to other countries. If we establish an improved emis-
sions trading system that covers all fossil fuels and also 
animal products and pesticides in a similar way, we 
would make our reduction target more ambitious than 
it has been so far. If we close all the loopholes — and 
if we do all this in 15 years at the most — we can still 
reach the binding global targets for the climate and the 
environment. To round off this effort, the EU would have 
to work together with other countries that are moving 
along a similar pathway to introduce environmental tar-
iffs against countries that are not participating in these 
measures. If that doesn’t happen, we would once again 
be shifting emissions to other countries. Individuals will 
then experience a temporary increase in the price of 
fossil fuels — effects that steer us toward technological 
and behavioural transformation. If we target emissions 

ourselves the goal of increasing the use of recycled 
materials to 40 percent by 2030. With regard to plastics 
we’ve already made good progress: seat covers made of 
100 percent recycled PET bottles, floor coverings made 
of processed fishing nets and fabric scraps instead of 

 tufted velour. Moreover, we are using cable ducts 
made of recycled household waste. The EQS alone 
contains a total of 80 kilograms of resource-conserving 
materials. I was totally thrilled when I had the chance to 
experience the Vision EQXX that we unveiled in January 
2022. The vehicle’s interior, for example, contains many 
materials that aren’t from animal origin. 

In fact, 95 percent of a vehicle can be recycled today. 
However, as we progress towards a  circular econ-
omy, we have to bear in mind that the steel from 
recycled end-of-life vehicles today is generally not 
used to produce a new automobile, but rather for steel 
girders in a multi-storey building. Although there is 
nothing wrong with this as such, it also means that the 
high-quality automotive alloys are tied up for another 
purpose. We want to get closer to the  „closed loop“ 
in automobile production. In the case of our high-volt-
age batteries, we attach great importance to recycling 
and reuse even before recycling. For example, defec-
tive batteries are reprocessed for reuse in vehicles.

When a battery is no longer suitable for road use, it 
is reused in a stationary energy storage unit in order 
to offset peaks in consumption in the electricity grid. 
Once this application likewise comes to an end, the 
battery is recycled so that valuable raw materials can 
be recovered. 

Minimising raw materials risks by 
means of technological progress

Although recycling processes are already very 
advanced, batteries contain valuable raw materials 
that are sometimes critical. That’s why we want to 
steadily reduce the amount of critical raw materials 
that are used per vehicle. We design our vehicles 
to be as resource-conserving and environmentally 
friendly as possible over their entire life cycle. 
In vehicle development we call this approach 
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trading with a goal of zero fossil fuels by around 2035, 
fossil fuels will simply no longer be on the market at 
some point.

Less consumption and  
climate-neutral products

Of course behavioural change also means that we 
have to rethink our attitude toward consumption. 
From a corporate perspective, would companies 
earn enough money from frugal consumers to 
secure jobs?
Technological change creates growth and jobs. By 
contrast, less consumption may lead us into the post-
growth society. Companies, the job market and social 
insurance will need new concepts to deal with this. It 
makes sense for an individual company to orient itself 
toward emission-free services and products as soon 
as possible.

From a climate-policy perspective, is it correct to 
include transport in the national emissions trading 
system – what do you think? 
This is an initial step toward the expanded EU 
emissions trading system I’ve been describing. The 
biggest question for Germany’s new “traffic light” 
government is whether it will accept the EU’s pro-
posals for intensified climate protection. In order 
to reach the 1.5°C target, the government would 
have to demand a further improvement of the EU 
recommendations — for example, a more ambitious 

 “Design for Environment”. This is why it’s all the 
more important that the individual components are 
analysed for their social and environmental risks 
before the first vehicle sketch is made. The ESSENZ 
method that we developed in cooperation with the 
TU Berlin and other partners provides information 
about the scope of the risks. This method assesses, 
for example, how the raw material deposits are dis-
tributed across the earth and whether their exploita-
tion could be associated with human rights risks. 
In the latter case, it supplements our Human Rights 
Respect System. The results help us to gain a clear 
picture of the potential environmental, economic 
and social risks that are associated with the use of 
a given raw material. To date, the Mercedes-Benz 
Group has identified 24 such risk-related raw ma-
terials, including cobalt and lithium, which we will 
only procure from certified sources in the future. 

However, our aspirations go far beyond industry- 
wide standards. In the medium-term, we want to 
reduce the amount of critical materials used by 
keeping second-use raw materials in the cycle for 
as long as possible. At the same time, our engineers 
are working at full speed to increase the energy 
density of lithium-ion technology. This enables us to 
reduce the proportion of critical raw materials used 
as well. With success: The proportion of cobalt in 
the new generation of batteries has already been 
reduced to below ten percent. Our goal is to com-
pletely change the material composition. Whereas 
today’s battery cells contain comparable amounts of 
nickel, manganese and cobalt, most of the cobalt in 
the lithium-ion battery cells might soon be replaced 
by nickel. In the future, we want to use post-lithium- 
ion technology to dispense with nickel and cobalt 
completely in batteries.   

Achieving CO2 neutral production 
with green electricity

We have also taken a great leap forward in vehicle pro-
duction. The use of sustainable energy increased further 
in 2021. Since 2022, purchased electricity has come 
entirely from renewable sources, and production at the 

The new EQXX convinces with a range of 1,000 kilometres and its 117 solar cells on the roof, 
which provide additional range, especially on sunny days.
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car and van plants of Mercedes-Benz is CO2 neutral 
throughout the world. However, the availability of green 
electricity at all of our locations worldwide proved to be 
one of the key challenges. That’s because local condi-
tions often differ widely. Green power wasn’t always 
available or couldn’t easily be routed to the places 
where we needed it. We therefore sought dialogue with 
the plants worldwide and drew up individual solutions 
for the green power supply. In addition to the expan-
sion of photovoltaic systems, this was an essential key 
to achieving CO2 neutrality in production. However, we 
can’t dispense with offsets completely yet. In the future, 
we especially want to improve facilities that require a 
lot of process heat.

What we can learn  
from ESG ratings

Incidentally, whether our transformation is basically 
on the right track is reflected in more than just our 
share price. ESG ratings are becoming increasingly 
important means of depicting our performance along-
side the financial rankings and trend analyses of the 
capital market. These scores provide us with guidance 
because they let us know which topics are  currently 
trending and where we have to make more rapid pro-
gress. That’s why investors consider ESG ratings to be 
an important indicator of whether our investments are 
sustainable. 

I’m very confident with regard to our company’s 
transformation. This positive feeling greatly motivates 
me in my daily work. For me, it’s very important that 
I work for a company that has made environmental 
protection its priority. At Mercedes, we are driven by 
the goal of reconciling mankind and mobility with the 
environment. Knowing that we work hard to achieve 
our goals, I can take a deep breath during an evening 
walk with our four-legged friend in the woods and 
meadows and look forward to the next working day. 

Jana Krägenbring-Noor  
is the Head of the Corporate Environmental Protection and Energy 
Management department. As a member of the Sustainability Competence 
Office, she coordinates the Group Sustainability Board. Her department 
covers the areas of sustainability, environmental protection, and energy 
management at Mercedes-Benz AG and is responsible for compliance with 
environmental and energy policy. 

EU reduction goal and a more consistent closing of 
loopholes in the emissions trading system.

From your perspective, what would a convincing 
narrative about the future look like? What role 
could car manufacturers play in it? 
Car manufacturers will have to focus more strongly on 
leasing and sharing than on selling vehicles. They will 
have to become general providers of mobility servic-
es. In addition, all of their products and services must 
be completely in the  post-fossil-fuel category.

Prof Dr Dr Felix Ekardt 
is Head of the Research Unit Sustainability and Climate Policy in Leipzig 
and Berlin and Professor of Public Law and Law Philosophy at the 
University of Rostock. He has been researching law, ethics, politics and 
transformation conditions of sustainability for 25 years. In 2021, together 
with the lawyer Dr Franziska Heß, he obtained the decision of Germany’s 
Federal Constitutional Court on climate policy, which received worldwide 
attention.
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Fastest rise in surface 
temperature in

since 1850: +1.07°C

2,000
years

Lowest sea-ice 
surface since

1850

Land areas
• Retreat of glaciers
• Shift of climate zones

Hightest CO2 concentration 
in the atmosphere for

2 million
years

Fastest rise in 
sea level in

3,000
years

Oceans
• Ocean acidification
• Sea level rise

Atmosphere
Since 1950:
• Increase in heat extremes
• Increase in heavy 
 precipitation events
• Increase in tropical 
 cyclones

Human-caused increase in
global surface temperature

The “Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change” (IPCC) is the United Nations body 
that assesses the scientific evidence on climate change. In its sixth Assessment 
Report, it provides information on climate change, its causes, possible impacts and 
possible responses. The graphic below illustrates the most important findings on the 
current state of the climate system and climate change. Further information on the 
work of the IPCC and the current report can be found   here.

At a glance: The current 
state of the climate

https://www.ipcc.ch/


We are changing our 
working environment
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Our managers are encouraging all employees to help shape the mobility 
revolution and to contribute their skills and competences. Job profiles are 
changing and new employment fields arising, while locations are adapting to 
the new requirements. In order to make full use of the potential offered by 
the transformation, we ensure our workforce is well qualified and fit for this 
new challenge. We asked our Board of Management member responsible 
for Human Resources and Director of Labour Relations, as well as employee 
representatives and employees, the following question: What does the 
transformation to electric mobility mean for the world of work, and how are 
you experiencing it at Mercedes-Benz?

Opportunities that electric-only 
offers to our workforce

Electric mobility is the future — I’m absolutely 
convinced of this. That’s why I’m proud to work in the 
battery assembly unit at Mercedes. At the Hedelfingen 
plant we produce the battery systems for our first 
all-electric luxury saloon, the EQS, and also for the 
EQE, which will be launched soon. In our unit we deal 
with high electric voltages. This is why everyone who 
wants to work at our unit has to complete a corre-
sponding qualification programme. Admittedly, the ex-
ams are challenging — especially for someone like me, 
who didn’t have any prior knowledge in the electrical 
sector. But the programme is worthwhile! We have the 
opportunity to help design assembly processes, and 
that motivates me every single day.

Mohamad Ysser Makansi
Co-Worker Mercedes-EQ battery production team at the Mercedes-Benz 
plant Untertürkheim, Hedelfingen sub-plant

“
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In my opinion, socially acceptable change will come 
about if we successfully bring together sustainability, 
economic efficiency and secure jobs over the long 
term. I believe that the key factor is the continuous 
upgrading of our colleagues’ qualifications. We at 
Mercedes-Benz have incredibly strong specialists, 
who make up a high percentage of the workforce! 
To ensure things stay that way in the future, we also 
have to support talented young people further, such 
as our trainees and students. For me it’s obvious that 
this is a meaningful investment in the future. Factors 
such as climate change are presenting us with huge 
 challenges. Through our work in the area of electric 
mobility we are going in the right direction, and as a 
company we can continue to offer attractive jobs that 
assure security and future opportunities.

“

A passion for technology unites all of us at Mercedes. 
That’s why our entire department is helping to shape 
the transformation, and we’re developing electric 
drive systems with all our heart and soul.  Personally, 
this is one of the most exciting assignments! Of 
course it has required us to change our mindset and 
retrain. In order to get everyone on the team excited 
about the work, we’ve offered test drives and held 
discussions with experts who do research on elec-
tric drive systems, for example. We’re proud of what 
we’ve achieved. Starting in 2024, every electric drive 
system in a Mercedes will have been developed in our 
department.

“

Florian Weisbeck 
Chairman of the Joint Youth and Trainee Representation  
of Mercedes-Benz AG in Untertürkheim

Servane Lessi
Head of the Electric Power Train at the Mercedes-Benz AG
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Sabine Kohleisen
Member of the Board of Management of Mercedes-Benz Group AG and 
Mercedes-Benz AG responsible for Human Resources and Labor Director

The most important message for our employees on 
the topic of transformation is: We support colleagues 
at all times and stand by their side. As employee 
representatives, we pay very close attention to how 
the changeover to electric mobility affects our own 
locations and trades. Our ambition is to actively 
shape the change. This means that we think ahead, 
contribute ideas, bring about decisions and do 
not limit ourselves to reacting. What this means in 
concrete terms is demonstrated by our demands 
for our own battery production, the development of 
necessary know-how and the insourcing of innovative 
value-added potential and additional e-components. 
In intensive discussions and negotiations, we’ve 
already achieved a lot together with the management 
to secure employment at our locations. Only with a 
concerted effort can we shape the change fairly and 
socially. Ergun Lümali 

Chairman of the Works Council at the Sindelfingen plant and Chairman of 
the General Works Council of Mercedes-Benz Group AG

“

The transformation to an electric and digital future 
is a major challenge, and at the same time a great 
opportunity. With our employees, we’ll seize this 
chance successfully by working together as a pow-
erful Mercedes-Benz team. After all, transformation 
starts with people — so, sustainable human resources 
planning is the key to success. It is obvious that tasks 
and job profiles are changing and shifting. This is pre-
cisely why we’re counting on our employees’ lifelong 
eagerness to learn, which we support with custom-
ized qualification programmes and integrated learning 
formats. Our goal is to shape the changes  responsibly, 
and in a socially acceptable and future-oriented 
manner. By orienting our corporate strategy towards a 
sustainable future, we’re securing the success of the 
company and employment at the same time.

“
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At IndustriALL, a global federation of labour unions, we’re 
especially interested in the worldwide impacts of the 
transformation on employees. Through a socially oriented 
transnational dialogue, we are working together with our 
partners from industry to develop global standards that 
will make a just transformation possible. Of course, this 
is not always easy, because of geographic and cultural 
differences, but at the same time, it’s enthralling. During 
volatile times, we stand beside employees all over the 
world in a spirit of solidarity, and we direct their attention 
to opportunities. In the discussions about the trans-
formation in the work environment, people sometimes 
don’t speak often enough about the fact that new jobs 
are also being created by the transformation of mobility, 
for example — jobs that would also be very suitable for 
metalworkers if they’re open to receiving the relevant fur-
ther qualification. Quite a few workers also possess skills 
that might not be recorded on paper but are extremely 
valuable on the job market. We must work together to ex-
ploit this potential! It’s vital for the automobile industry to 
assert itself against the gigantic tech companies. I’m very 
confident that this effort can succeed, especially now 
that everyone has understood that there is no alternative 
to electric mobility.

“

Georg Leutert
Director for Automotive and Aerospace Industries at IndustriALL

We at the Metalworkers’ Union are strongly commit-
ted to a fair transformation. We’re advocating that the 
ecological transformation is shaped in ways that are 
socially just and democratic. That’s the only way we 
can reach the climate goals — if we include everyone 
and take the employees’ concerns into account. Clear 
commitments to jobs and investments are important, 
and they generate a sense of security as well as ac-
ceptance of the transformation. That’s why the priority 
for governments and companies should be obvious: 
safeguarding employment in places where it already 
exists today. For example, Mercedes-Benz has decided 
to convert its plant in Berlin-Marienfelde to electric 
motor production. That’s an important signal to the 
workforce!

“

Roman Zitzelsberger
District Manager of the German Metalworkers’ Union (IG Metall) in Baden-
Württemberg

© IG Metall
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Plans call for Germany’s transport sector to emit almost 60 percent less CO2 in 
2030 than in 2020. In this interview, VDA President Hildegard Müller explains 
what, besides technology, is needed to achieve this goal. 

Making our path to climate neutrality 
a global model for success

Almost every fourth new car registered in Germany 
in 2021 was an electric vehicle. Is the sector now 
on its way to achieving its emission targets? 
This is a welcome development! However, it’s long 
been a question of how rather than whether we 
will achieve the emission targets. The automotive 
industry, as organised in the VDA, is clearly com-
mitted to achieving climate-neutral mobility no 
later than 2050. We are working hard to drive this 
transformation forward! The German automotive 
companies will invest more than 220 billion euros 
in research and development between 2022 and 
2026 alone. And in the years ahead, German manu-
facturers will offer over 150 electric models on 
the market, meaning that there will be something 
for every need. There were many very interesting 
premieres at IAA Mobility in Munich, including some 
from your company. I’m therefore very optimistic 
about our industry, despite the many challenges it 
faces. Over the past two years, we have also been 
impacted by covid-19-related one-off effects. On the 

one hand, people preferred to have their own cars, 
while on the other, private transport as a whole has 
decreased.

But then again, the growth in online  
commerce has led to more shipments.
That’s how it is. That’s why we will have to  continue 
to keep an eye on all of the transport sectors. 
Moreover, we urgently have to make headway with 
the digitalisation of Germany’s transport system. If 
traffic flows were digitally managed, for example, we 
could reduce CO2 emissions considerably in cities 
and at the same time make driving even safer, more 
comfortable and user-friendly than it already is. This 
shows how complex the topic is. 

© VDA

Hildegard Müller
President of the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA)
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Ambitious targets require  
customer-oriented solutions

Will we accomplish the mobility revolution by 2030 
nevertheless?
I’m in favour of honesty. This will be hard work. As 
the automotive industry, we’ll do our part. We’re 
reorganising our production processes, converting 
plants and focussing clearly on electric mobility in 
cars — all of this requires a huge amount of effort 
from the companies, but also from each and every 
employee. For heavy-duty transport, hydrogen 
offers a further option when it comes to electric 
mobility. All of these activities will help to pave 
the way for climate-neutral drive systems. And as I 
mentioned, a lot is also being done with regard to 
digitalisation. The government must keep its prom-
ises and create a legal framework and a digital infra-
structure so that Germany can become the interna-
tional leader in this field. The automotive industry 
has many innovative ideas to offer.

To what extent do you think industry should 
be responsible for accelerating the ramp-up of 
 climate-friendly drive systems?
Germany’s new government has set ambitious tar-
gets. Putting 15 million electric cars on the road by 
2030 means that one out of every two new automo-
biles registered between 2022 and 2030 must have 
an electric drive system. I think industry is respon-
sible for making the best, safest and most efficient 
climate-neutral automobiles as well as for staying 
competitive and providing customers with good 
solutions. At IAA Mobility in Munich, we showed that 
electric mobility is fun. However, this drive system 
won’t become dominant until people can recharge it 
anywhere and anytime. Unfortunately, a lot of work 
still needs to be done here. As of today, the pace 
at which the public charging infrastructure is being 
expanded will have to increase about sevenfold if the 
target of one million charging points is to be achieved 
by 2030. 

The German government plans to set up one million additional charging points by 2030.

At the same time, 1.5 billion vehicles with 
 combustion engines are still on the roads world-
wide. How do these vehicles fit into the concept of 
climate-neutral mobility? 
That’s a very important point. We also have to include 
the existing vehicles so that they can contribute to cli-
mate protection, too. This applies especially to parts of 
the world where the preconditions for electric mobility 
won’t exist for a very long time — because there’s no 
charging infrastructure, for example. That’s why the 
VDA is calling for a greater inclusion of synthetic fuels 
and for a mandatory utilisation rate. We also have to 
discuss the social consequences of this transforma-
tion. Not everyone will be able to afford a climate- 
friendly new car in the years ahead. I reject the idea 
of making mobility expensive or even banning it; 
that would only cause social conflict. Mobility means 
participation. That’s why we also have to explain at the 
socio-political level how we want to make the mobility 
of the future sustainable. This transformation will only 
succeed if we get people’s support and avoid divisive-
ness and conflicts.

The mobility of the future also includes making 
people the focus of inner-city planning. What role 
should cars play in public spaces in the future? 
The focus is on human beings and their various needs. 
However, these needs differ. The VDA commissioned 
an Allensbach survey, which showed that the people in 
Germany aren’t tied to any specific mode of transport. 
Instead, they want to remain flexible and independent. 
This applies to commuting to and from work as well 
as to the organisation of leisure and family activities. 
As I said, mobility means participation. Moreover, we 
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Copenhagen is considered a pioneering city in terms of transport change and, 
 according to the „Global Happiness Report 2021“, the most liveable city in the world.

shouldn’t discuss the future of mobility exclusively from 
the standpoint of city-dwellers. Many people live in rural 
areas and feel they’re being ignored in this debate. This 
applies especially to people who have no alternative to 
driving a car because there is no adequate connection to 
local public transport. 

Incorporating viewpoints  
from rural areas 

It’s all a matter of having the right mix. You can see 
this everywhere that a successful mobility revolution 
has already taken place — in Copenhagen for example, 
where the way various modes of transport could best 
be interlinked was determined for each district, step by 
step and in cooperation with the residents. This topic 
also has to be addressed holistically in Germany. This 
means that we have to include logistics, public trans-
port and the different perspectives from urban and 
rural areas. This requires a constructive dialogue and 
the elimination of long-standing hostilities. 

 

What do you personally understand  
by individual mobility? 
That I can use any mode of transport that I want, as 
needed. I personally have a broad range of options, 
from walking and cycling to driving a car, of course. I 
just as often take a train to go on business trips, and 
I fly when necessary. The way I use the various trans-
port systems depends above all on what is offered. 
Sometimes it’s also a question of the weather, but it 
mainly hinges on the options that I have at my dis-
posal. When choosing which system to use, I make a 

point of travelling in a climate-conscious manner. I’ve 
been driving a hybrid vehicle for years. For me, this 
car combines the best of both worlds. My family is 
distributed over a wide area, and there are often gaps 
in the charging infrastructure that prevent all-electric 
vehicles from easily travelling along every route. 

Do we as consumers bear a responsibility to future 
generations to give up some of our usual comfort 
in favour of climate protection? 
We definitely bear a responsibility. However, whether 
it has to entail less comfort still needs to be dis-
cussed. The United Nation’s 17 Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals are interlinked, and social responsi-
bility is expressly one of them. That’s why I’m firmly 
convinced that climate protection, which we consider 
to be important, has to be combined with growth and 
prosperity. This is necessary not only to get people 
to accept it, but also to make our path to climate 
neutrality a global model for success. We have to 
show other countries that taking climate protection 
and sustainability goals seriously doesn’t lead to less 
prosperity. If that’s the case, people will copy our 
model, which has to be our shared goal and one that 
benefits the climate.

Strengthening consumer freedom 

Let’s get back to the consumers. Needless to say, 
everyone has to review their own behaviour. Every 
consumer has the freedom to buy the products he or 
she wants and they can, for example, take sustainabil-
ity labels into account for their purchasing decisions. 
We cannot delegate this responsibility; at the same 
time, the government has to empower people to take 
it on. The government also has to establish an appro-
priate balance for people who don’t have a choice 
because their budgets are too small. That’s the only 
way we can get broad swathes of society to accept 
such changes.

However, in addition to acceptance, it’s also a ques-
tion of ensuring that consumers act in a sustainable 
manner. How do we close the gap between people’s 
understanding and their actual behaviour? 
Although I generally don’t like slogans, I think 
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there’s one that fits this case very well: You’re re-
sponsible not only for the things you do but also for 
those you don’t do. We should all make some effort 
to follow this maxim every day. 

To conclude, I’d like to ask you to please finish the 
following sentence: For me, a car primarily has to be…
It has to be safe. And comfortable. Moreover, it has 
to reconcile mobility with climate protection.  

Thank you very much for this interview, Ms Müller.  

Hildegard Müller
has been President of the German Association of the Automotive Industry 
(VDA) since February 2020. She was previously Chief Operating Officer 
Grid & Infrastructure at Innogy SE. Prior to that, she was Chief Executive 
Officer of the BDEW e.V. (German Association of Energy and Water Indus-
tries) from 2008 until 2016. She was a member of the German Bundestag 
from 2002 to 2008 and a Minister of State to the former Chancellor of the 
Federal Republic of Germany Angela Merkel from 2005 to 2008.
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The launch of the all-electric luxury saloon EQS and other electric models 
noticeably accelerated the transformation at Mercedes-Benz in 2021. Luxury 
and sustainability — is this a combination that goes well together? Definitely, 
according to Christopher Gerdes and Guido Görtler from the Mercedes-Benz 
strategy team. 

Innovations have always played 
a key role in the luxury segment 

In 2021 Ola Källenius announced a strategic shift 
from electric-first to electric-only. Why? 

GUIDO GÖRTLER: This was the outcome of a develop-
ment process. For years we’ve been working not only 
on electric drive systems but also on the production 
of electric batteries. In 2014, we put the first all-elec-
tric Mercedes-Benz, the B-Class, on the road. Today 
we are represented on the market by electric vehicles 
in various segments, which we are constantly refin-
ing. One highlight was the successful launch of our 
new Mercedes-Benz EQ models last year. After all, a 
market launch of this kind is backed up by a complex 
interplay of planning, design, development work and 
production, all the way to the preparations at our 
showrooms. The main new aspect is the consistent 
decision to focus our resources entirely on electric 
mobility. With this clear approach in mind, we’re 
working on fulfilling our full potential, especially in the 

area of vehicle architecture and drive technology. The 
enthusiastic response of our customers to the EQS 
shows that this strategic step is paying off. Inciden-
tally, this luxury saloon is built on a platform that was 
specially designed for electric vehicles.

Did the good feedback on the market motivate you 
to promote the transformation of drive systems 
even faster and more systematically? 
CHRISTOPHER GERDES: It certainly helped. But ul-
timately, there are various aspects that have accel-
erated this development. Progress in technology is 
central. Our customers’ visibly growing demand for 
emission-free vehicles in the luxury segment had an 
impact on the speed of the transformation of drive 
systems. Of course, one important driver of this 
transformation are the legal regulations, including the 
discussions of driving restrictions for vehicles with 

Guido Görtler
Head of Strategy Execution at Mercedes-Benz AG 

Christopher Gerdes 
Head of Strategy Development & Strategy Intelligence at Mercedes-Benz AG 
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combustion engines. And not to forget the downward 
trend of the battery costs. All of these developments 
are reflected in the capital market. Companies that 
are relying solely on electric vehicles account for 
more than a third of the market capitalisation among 
the top 25 OEMs. Investors are not only endorsing the 
transformation, they reward and encourage it.

An affinity for electric vehicles  
in the luxury segment

GUIDO GÖRTLER: In particular, in the luxury segment 
the demand for electric vehicles is increasing. We‘ve 
noticed that our customers have a strong affinity for 
innovative drive systems and that they are ready to 
actively participate in the transformation to electric 
mobility. For this customer group, the entry barriers 
are usually lower — partly because they invest more 
frequently in their own charging infrastructure or 
because they’ve acquired a taste for electric mobility 
via a second car.

Speaking of luxury, is a luxury car defined  
the same way today as it was five years ago?  

GUIDO GÖRTLER: The perception of luxury is also 
changing constantly, and especially innovations 
play a significant role in this. As part of the mobility 
revolution, people are assigning more importance 
to recycled materials and technology-enabled 
safety. Some of our customers are even explicitly 
 demanding such features. A sustainable electric 
drive system can be very well integrated into a lux-
ury vehicle, and it emphasises its premium quality. 

We want to use this lever to accelerate the transfor-
mation together with our customers. 

How soon will Mercedes-Benz occupy a 
place among the top-ranking electric vehicle 
 manufacturers? 

GUIDO GÖRTLER: With electric-only we’ve defined a 
clear plan. In 2022, we will be offering an all-electric 
vehicle in every segment. By 2025, we aim to have an 
electric version of every model. As of then, all new 
vehicle architectures will also be purely electric. We 
expect that this wide range of options will reinforce 
the current sales trend. In 2021, we sold over 150 
percent more all-electric Mercedes-Benz cars than in 
the previous year. That’s a steep ramp-up!  

Increasing expertise for the tech-
nological transformation

What are the biggest challenges  
you’ll face along this path? 

CHRISTOPHER GERDES: We’ve been very successful 
with our combustion engine vehicles for decades. 
Leaving all this behind is a step that affects our 
company as a whole and every individual employee. 
We have to take this step together. With a strategic 
reorientation and planning, we have set the course for 
change. We now have to keep on developing the skills 
and know-how of our organisation — in every individ-
ual phase of value creation. Especially in the technol-
ogy and development areas, we will continue to offer 
attractive jobs in the future. To this end, amongst 
other things we are building a competence centre for 
electric mobility at our main plant in Stuttgart-Unter-
türkheim — with a focus on battery and battery-cell 
technologies.  

GUIDO GÖRTLER: With regard to our employees, we 
ensure comprehensive qualification for the new tasks 
and at the same time recruit new talents and experts 
- for example in battery development, but also in the 
areas of software and chip technology. We are suc-
ceeding by systematically implementing our sustaina-
ble business strategy and creating new and attractive 
fields of activity.

Christopher Gerdes and Guido Görtler in conversation. 
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CHRISTOPHER GERDES: The key challenge is to build 
customer acceptance and trust in new technolo-
gies — conveying that we are equipping our vehicles 
with excellent, mature technology. This technology is 
environmentally friendly as well as future-proof and 
convenient in daily use. The expansion of the charg-
ing infrastructure also plays a role here. This is an 
important prerequisite for a rapid market ramp-up. 
This means that the energy industry, politics and also 
municipalities, which often provide the space, must 
pull together here. After all, it’s not enough just to set 
up the charging stations. For us to be truly sustainable 
on the roads in the future, we need electricity from 
renewable sources and a smart electric grid to which 
the charging stations can be connected.  

A focus on high-powered battery 
storage units 

What’s the long-term outlook for batteries?  

CHRISTOPHER GERDES: We need clarity about where 
we will get the huge amounts of green electricity that 
we need for the energy and mobility transition. As 
manufacturers, we also need to provide answers to 
the growing demand for electric batteries, the cor-
responding raw materials and their recycling at the 
end of their life cycle. Our goal here is the   circular 
economy, because the need for energy storage units 
is tremendous, not only in our segment. This results in 
technological issues, for example the need for greater 
energy density. This is something our development 
engineers are already working on intensively. More-
over, batteries should be manufactured with fewer 
critical materials in the future. Our goal is to ensure 

humane working conditions along the supply chain 
and avoid environmental risks. In addition, the origins 
of the raw materials should also become more trans-
parent. Last but not least, we as a company have to 
look carefully at how we invest — in other words, how 
we make sources of raw materials accessible, devel-
op factories and buy sustainable energy and even 
produce it ourselves. All of these measures demand 
our resources, and of course, that is initially reflected 
in the price of our vehicles. That’s why we have to pre-
vent mobility from becoming a luxury good that some 
segments of our population can no longer afford.

Where exactly do you see Mercedes-Benz’s  
responsibility in this? 

CHRISTOPHER GERDES: We bear a substantial 
responsibility for shaping sustainable mobility, in 
the luxury segment and beyond. We’re convinced 
that we are living up to this responsibility through 
our current strategy. Mercedes-Benz has already 
contributed a great deal in this area in the past. 
We’ve developed, tested and implemented mobility 
concepts — for example carsharing, the fully elec-
tric smart EQ and electric delivery vans. Now our 
goal is to consistently electrify our entire product 
portfolio.

GUIDO GÖRTLER: As a luxury car manufacturer, we 
also see it as our responsibility to actively partici-
pate in the public discourse on the future of mobili-
ty. At the UN climate conference in November 2021, 
our CEO joined the representatives of five other 
companies, more than 30 nations and a number of 
cities and investors who committed themselves to 
the end of the combustion engine. As a manufactur-
er, we at Mercedes-Benz already set ourselves much 
more ambitious targets in 2019 with our Ambition 
2039, which we have since even tightened up again: 
we want to completely switch to electric cars by 
the end of this decade, wherever the market condi-
tions allow. This strategic step from electric-first to 
electric-only not only accelerates the transformation 
— it also underlines our claim: to be a pioneer and 
to keep setting standards that promote innovation 
across the board and enable technological progress.

Our strategy is based on shared beliefs.
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Responsibility for the trans-
formation of drive systems

However, in the decades ahead there will still be a 
worldwide inventory of vehicles with combustion 
engines…  

CHRISTOPHER GERDES: Of course, every vehicle 
naturally has a certain lifespan. And we also have 
customers who very consciously think about when it 
makes sense for them to buy a new car. Those who 
can generally afford to change may be persuaded by 
the lower operating costs of electric vehicles: these 
are about a third lower than the operating costs of 
comparable combustion engine vehicles. In addition, 
it can be assumed that in the future, emission-free ve-
hicles will receive even more preferential treatment in 
public spaces than they do now. This might mean free 
access to green zones in city centres or to centrally 
located parking areas. 

GUIDO GÖRTLER: In my opinion, consumers also bear 
a responsibility. Emission-free driving is an important 
pillar in the struggle against climate change. And that, 
in turn, is a challenge for our society as a whole. We’re 
talking about changes that every individual can and 
must help to shape — otherwise it won’t work. We as 
a company have a responsibility to develop vehicles 
that meet the criterion of climate neutrality through-
out their entire life cycle. We do this by implementing 
our sustainable business strategy and putting elec-
tric-only on the road. 

How confident are you that we as a society will 
successfully implement the mobility revolution 
really quickly and systematically?  

GUIDO GÖRTLER: More than confident. In my view, 
electric mobility is an outstanding technology. A CO2 
neutral, efficient drive system and impressive perfor-
mance combined with silence and more space within 
the vehicle increase not only comfort but also driving 
pleasure. And this is exactly what it’s all about: awak-
ening desires, creating added value and thus helping 
electric mobility to quickly make its breakthrough as a 
standard drive system. 

CHRISTOPHER GERDES: There’s no alternative to 
climate neutrality. Consequently, all of us are deter-
mined to travel the challenging route of the transfor-
mation. If society, government and companies all pull 
together in this respect, we can achieve a great deal.

Guido Görtler
is Head of Mercedes-Benz Strategy Execution and has been employed 
in various positions at Mercedes-Benz Group AG since 2003. He took up 
his current position, where he is responsible for the management of the 
Mercedes-Benz Strategy, in August 2020. He holds a diploma in business 
administration from the Verwaltungs- und Wirtschafts-Akademie, Stuttgart 
as part of the dual study programme at the former Daimler AG.

Christopher Gerdes 
is Head of the Strategy Development & Intelligence department at 
Mercedes-Benz Cars. Here, he is responsible for the strategy process and 
trend observation in the business environment. He worked in various 
positions in the Product Strategy, Finance & Controlling, Performance Con-
trolling and Divisional Strategy units at Mercedes-Benz Cars and Vans from 
2009 until February 2021, before he took on his current post. Christopher 
Gerdes studied politics and management at the University of Konstanz and 
in Istanbul and Shanghai.
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„Friendship. Nature. Culture.” Taking this as its motto, the anniversary exhibition 
of the Mercedes-Benz Art Collection in Berlin shows works spanning a period of 
100 years. What follows is a conversation between the show’s curator and two of 
its participating artists about engaging with nature, responsibility and the silence 
of the pandemic. 

On Transformation

What was the idea behind the exhibition’s title? 
 
DR RENATE WIEHAGER: Against the backdrop of the 
climate crisis and the impact that human action plays 
therein, it is evident just how intertwined human 
solidarity, nature and culture are. The title was also 
inspired by the German-American philosopher Han-
nah Arendt, who defined friendship as a constant 
discourse based on the acceptance of difference and 
diversity. With that in mind, we wanted to give to the 
ideas of friendship, nature and culture a physical form 
within the exhibition. We also intended to initiate a 
conversation about these terms, while looking at them 
from various philosophical and aesthetic perspectives. 

Such as the perspective Yuken Teruya gives us with 
his series of paper trees that he carves out of paper 
bags? (see image) 

DR RENATE WIEHAGER: Yes. Yuken’s artworks remind 
me of little theatre scenes. These tiny trees absorb 
you immediately. They are so fragile. You feel afraid 

that just your breath may destroy what you see. It’s 
a very interesting experience, and also a physical 
one. Once you delve deeper, you will see that Yuken 
is sharing a lot of thoughts and research about our 
throw-away society.  
 
YUKEN TERUYA: Thank you, Renate. Referring to my 
experience of your Berlin exhibition, “Friendship. 
Nature. Culture,” I felt these different kinds of nature 
there. I experienced nature from the past, nature 
from memory. But, also, a new understanding of 
nature that is inspired by our digital world. Also, I felt 
a little alarmed about the condition of nature. I felt 
my responsibility. 

Conversations between Companies 
and Trees

You mean your responsibility as an artist? 

YUKEN TERUYA: Yes. I want to share my vision of 

Yuken Teruya  
Artist

Buhlebezwe Siwani 
Artist

Dr. Renate Wiehager   
Director of the Mercedes-Benz Art Collection

© Ashley Walters © Jürgen Altmann
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nature and evoke emotions. Showing a tree within 
a paper bag hints at the fragility of nature. That’s an 
emotional aspect. When people see the tree, they 
want to protect it. At the same time, the work is a 
conversation between a company and a tree. A bag 
can be seen as a part of a company and the tree 
represents nature. Nature should be protected. And in 
my view, the bag is also protecting nature and nurtur-
ing it. So, I’m glad to be part of the exhibition and I 
also like to be inspired by other artists. Buhlebezwe’s 
art, for example, deals with the relationship between 
nature and culture on a different level. 

DR RENATE WIEHAGER: Yes, that’s right. Buhlebezwe 
Siwani’s work deals with the effects of colonialism 
in her home country, South Africa. Her art raises 
questions about past and present spaces and to 
whom these spaces belong. She’s also a very spiritual 
person. In the exhibition, we see her in a Dutch land-
scape inviting her ancient ancestors, called “Mnguni,” 
in a kind of spiritual gesture to settle with her in her 
new country. (see image) 

Please tell us a little more about  
your artwork, Buhlebezwe.
BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI: “Mnguni” refers to a special 

group of ancestors, who have a human form. Part of 
my heritage is rooted in that. So, my belief is, when-
ever I move to another place, like, for example, my 
workplace in the Netherlands, I also need to intro-
duce this part of my physical self to the new space. 

Respect for the Spaces We Live in

Do you perceive different views  
of nature in the two countries? 

BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI: Yes, definitely. Before I went 
to the Netherlands, I had never seen food for a whole 
nation being grown in a greenhouse. It was shocking 
to me. I was used to food grown in fields. Coming 
from that point of view, it’s been interesting to look 
at how we live and how we treat the planet. I always 
like to think about responsibility and respect for the 
spaces we live in. Because the spaces mean some-
thing. They mean something to us, and they meant 
something to our ancestors. Earth is not just earth. 
The soil means something, as does the air that you 
breathe. So, these things enter and enable an ecosys-
tem where they feed each other. That’s interesting.  

Yuken Teruya . Notice-Forest Louis Vuitton, 2019 . Paper bag, glue. 25 x 35 x 11,5 cm, unique object
Mercedes-Benz Art Collection, Stuttgart/Berlin. Acquired 2021

© Markus Braun
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What is your personal view on nature? 
BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI: I don’t know how to answer 
the question, because in my language, we do not 
have a single word for nature in the sense of it being a 
sphere separate from us humans. My understanding is 
that without it we are null and void. We are nothing if 
not part of it. 

In your art, you often deal with responsibility. 
Looking at the dimensions and complexity of the 
current climate crisis, many people feel powerless. 
How do you see this? What can we do? 

BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI: I can answer this very briefly: 
If we all took responsibility for what we could do, 
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surely, we wouldn’t be in this position. It’s that simple. 
If we all respected the earth, the climate crisis would 
not be here. But we can reverse things, too. If you can 
make one percent of a difference, it will matter. 

Yuken, what is your perspective? 

YUKEN TERUYA: I agree. Every single person counts. 
However, responsibility cannot be imposed. It’s 
rather a feeling that should arise in ourselves, from 
our own spirit and sensitivity. Education helps to 
confirm and realize what’s happening. But if you feel 
it, it’s more real and you can make action based on 
that. I think a lot about what Buhlebezwe told us 
about ancestors and the “Mnguni.” I saw her work 
in Berlin. It raised questions and emotions for me 
about her home country and about the Netherlands. 
But now, knowing about her ancestors, it gives me 
other layers of understanding. This is why I think 
that your responsibility has to be triggered at some 
point, to make you act with sensitivity. And this is 
what I think we can do also as artists. 

A Responsibility to  
Move People with Art

You mean that you want to trigger people and 
make them feel what their responsibility is?  
 
YUKEN TERUYA: Text-based information of course 
helps to provide access to knowledge. But the visual 
aspects of an artwork cover much more. I’m also from a 
background that has strong connections with ancestors. 
So, to me, responsibility is connected to my back-
ground. It brings me another and a very strong reality. 
 
BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI:  I agree with Yuken. 
Everything is tied to each other. It’s a symbiotic re-
lationship, where nothing stands on its own. And as 
Yuken said, it’s deeply tied to ancestry as well. We 
should have kept some of their practices. I feel that 
a lot of ancient cultures knew better how to respect 
the earth. As artists, we have the responsibility to 
show what is happening, to make a statement about 
it. If art doesn’t move people, why should it exist? 

Buhlebezwe Siwani . Mnguni, 2019 . Inkjet-Print, 3 parts, each 101.9 x 151.9 cm. Triptych, ed. 2/5
Mercedes-Benz Art Collection, Stuttgart/Berlin. Acquired 2021 . Photo: Courtesy of the artist.
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Do you think that we have lost  
our connection to nature? 

YUKEN TERUYA: No, there is still connection. We are 
sensitive, our awareness and subconscious are still 
part of nature. But there are also many noises and dis-
turbances, so these feelings can get lost. Stimuli like 
those from the Mercedes-Benz Art Collection exhibi-
tion in Berlin make us think about these issues. Artists 
and curators can bring people together and help us 
move forward. 

A Space for Conversation

What can art do which facts cannot? 

BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI: Art can speak without words.  

YUKEN TERUYA: Yes. And it opens up the imagination.  

DR RENATE WIEHAGER: Within the framework of an 
art collection, it’s a space for conversation, ideas and 
vision. 

Are you confident that we as humanity will 
 succeed in making the transition to a more 
 sustainable future? 

YUKEN TERUYA: There is no choice. But how we will 
make it, there are many ways to act. I will be hopeful 
and try to create a vision of how this future can come 
to be.  

BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI: People tend to only think 
and care within their own lifespan and not further 
on. However, I want to live in hope. Surely, the earth 
knows how to survive. She is able to adapt. 

YUKEN TERUYA: And we can learn to adapt as well. 
Thinking of the covid-19-pandemic, a lot of people, 
especially in the cities, appreciated that there were 
less noises and emissions. To me, it was like an unex-
pected discovery.  

BUHLEBEZWE SIWANI: People need to learn how 
to be still. Actually, in South Africa during covid-19, 

there were animals coming out that I had never 
seen before. They were free to move around. We 
share this place. It doesn’t belong to us. We are in it 
together. 

 

Buhlebezwe Siwani 
is active predominantly in the mediums of performance and installations. 
Siwani often uses videos and stills as stand-ins for her body which is 
physically absent from the space. The artist lives and works in Amsterdam 
and Cape Town. 

Yuken Teruya  
works with various materials such as paper rolls, paper shopping bags and 
butterfly chrysalises. His ideas often reflect the life and history of his home 
country Japan’s Okinawa prefecture. He is an artist based in Berlin and 
New York City. 

Dr Renate Wiehager   
has been the director of the Mercedes-Benz Art Collection in Stuttgart 
and Berlin and of the Mercedes-Benz Contemporary exhibition space in 
Berlin since 2001. She was born in Bremen in 1959. She studied art history, 
theology, literature and philosophy. She has published over 250 publica-
tions on international contemporary art as well as about 300 papers on 
20th-century and contemporary international art in professional journals, 
anthologies and catalogues. 
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The Mercedes-Benz Art Collection provides an open space for discussion of contemporary issues and 
 phenomena. It is designed for both employees of the company as well as members of the public  interested 
in art. The Mercedes-Benz Art Collection is continuously being expanded and thus also reflects current 
 developments in art.
More information on the Mercedes-Benz Art Collection can be found at  mercedes-benz.art.

Mercedes-Benz Art Collection

https://www.mercedes-benz.art/en/
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What criteria do sustainability-oriented investors use to decide who they 
give their money to? And what changes will the new EU taxonomy bring for 
the capital market and the affected companies? Antje Schneeweiß, Secretary 
of the Working Group of Church Investors in the German Protestant Church, 
and Andreas Kusche, Investor Relations Manager and ESG expert at the 
 Mercedes-Benz Group, are discussing two perspectives on a current issue. 

We admire how the NGOs have drawn 
people’s attention to the climate

Ms Schneeweiß, what criteria do companies have 
to fulfil in order to be a sustainable investment for 
the Arbeitskreis Kirchlicher Investoren?    

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: Our members are institutional 
investors, such as pension funds, who pursue a rather 
conservative investment strategy. They focus on high-
ly capitalised companies. However, our investment 
policy precludes certain companies, such as arms 
manufacturers. We also exclude the tobacco, gam-
bling, coal and fracking industries. Companies that are 
suspected of systematic human rights violations are 
excluded as well. In general, good ratings in the areas 
of human rights and climate are very important to us. 

How do you determine a company’s specific 
 environmental and social performance?  

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: We do so on the basis of rat-
ings from rating agencies. We communicate directly 
with other parties regarding issues that we consider 
to be particularly important. With the aim of work-
ing together to further reduce CO2 emissions, we 
initiate dialogues with companies and try to achieve 
improvements in cooperation with the non-profit 
organisation CDP. Over the past two years, we have 
also had an intensive exchange with automakers 
including Mercedes on the issue of human rights in 
the supply chain. The churches have many partners in 
resource-rich countries and therefore also have con-
siderable knowledge concerning local conditions. 

Andreas Kusche 
Investor Relations Manager and ESG Expert at Mercedes-Benz Group AG

Antje Schneeweiß 
Secretary of the Working Group of Church Investors in the German Protestant Church
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More momentum for sustainable 
investments

Mr Kusche, let’s switch the perspective.  
What do investors demand of Mercedes-Benz? 

ANDREAS KUSCHE: We have a very differentiated 
shareholder structure that includes three major share-
holders, around 50 percent institutional investors and 
around 20 percent private investors. The requirements 
correspondingly vary. Pension funds, in particular, pay 
attention to the dividend yield and the long-term min-
imisation of investment risks. ESG- based investment 
approaches are of interest to them because they don’t 
just focus on key financial indicators, but also take into 
account other opportunities and risks. However, some 
changes are now also occurring at hedge funds, which 
generally tend to act more in the short term. There is 
thus considerable momentum with regard to sustaina-
ble investments and we at Mercedes-Benz are aligning 
ourselves accordingly.

How do you handle disparate requirements? 

ANDREAS KUSCHE: I think we are well positioned 

to meet all requirements, even though the range of 
demands is certainly broad. In addition to our large 
and long-standing shareholders, such as the Kuwait 
Sovereign Wealth Fund, which has held a stake in our 
company since 1974, more than half of our sharehold-
ers are institutional investors. Among other things, 
they want to use their commitment to advance global 
sustainability goals, such as faster decarbonisation. 
We can also serve them well with our alignment with 
ESG criteria and with our green bonds.

Challenges associated with the 
assessment of social criteria

Ms Schneeweiß, does your initiative also focus on 
the ESG criteria so that the investment strategies 
take environmental and social risks into account?   

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: Yes, very much so. The climate 
has become a crucial concern over the last three to 
five years. As a result, every investor now realises that 
failing to take a company’s climate-related risks into 
account can lead to big losses. Moreover, climate- 
related activities are easily quantifiable because CO2 
contingencies can be calculated and consumption can 

The abbreviation ESG stands for Environmental (E), Social (S) and Corporate Governance (G). The non-financial ESG criteria are used to evaluate investments or corporate practices.
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be measured. Some social aspects are more difficult 
to express in numbers. In addition, it’s not always 
clear who is actually responsible. Germany’s Supply 
Chain Act is an initial important step in this respect. 
Nevertheless, rating agencies often assess social 
performance in widely divergent ways and this causes 
uncertainty among investors.  

ANDREAS KUSCHE: I agree. When it comes to decar-
bonisation, the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG) is a 
carbon accounting standard that enables a basic com-
parability. However, with respect to social sustainabil-
ity, transparency and trust are important benchmarks. 
In many cases, the processes in question extend far 
down the supply chains and external parties might 
find it hard to determine their impact.  

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: It’s not just in the supply 
chains, but also in the direct vicinity of the companies 
that the transition to a climate-neutral society poses 
a variety of social challenges. The EU uses the ex-
pression ‘just transition’ for this. The way employees 
are treated plays a key role here. I’m sure that ESG- 
focussed investors also look closely at companies like 
Mercedes-Benz from this angle.  

ANDREAS KUSCHE: Of course. Especially in our indus-
try with changed job profiles, this aspect is elementa-
ry. We are cooperating closely with the works council 
to make the transition to an electrified and digitalised 
world fair and socially acceptable. In addition to 
training courses and further education measures, we 
are also focussing on the recruitment of new talents 
for the software segment, for example. We are also in 
discussion with the municipalities that are affected 
by the restructuring of our facilities. We have a clear 
strategy and appropriate goals and measures for all of 
these areas. 

Potential for improvement  
for labour rights

Are there any other social topics that will  
receive more attention in the future? 

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: The way data is handled in a 
networked world is becoming an increasingly impor-

tant issue for consumers and consumer protection or-
ganisations. At the same time, we must not forget that 
the big social issues, such as living wages and child 
and forced labour, are still given too little attention. 
That’s not the case with regard to the climate. We 
admire how the NGOs have drawn people’s attention 
to this topic with the support of the scientific commu-
nity. Unfortunately, we don’t see such progress when 
it comes to labour rights. The situation of trade unions 
has even tended to worsen in many countries. 

What role does the active exercise of shareholder 
rights play in also influencing change in this area 
at companies? 

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: The exercise of the voting 
right is especially important for our large institutional 
investors. Here we work together with voting rights 
consultants. In addition, we engage in the dialogues 
mentioned earlier. The next one will address Ger-
many’s Supply Chain Act. Our aim is to encourage 
companies to conscientiously fulfil the requirements. 
Unlike ratings, such discussions generally go into 
great depth. They enable us to ask questions and 
receive replies, and that’s exactly what provides us 
with guidance. 

Do these dialogues also produce concrete results?   

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: Our experience so far has been 
mostly positive. We have also talked three times with 
Mercedes about the environmental and social risks 
associated with the procurement of raw materials. I 
remember the high level of expertise of the partici-
pants as well as their commitment to human rights 
issues. Ultimately, it’s crucial how influential these 
committed experts are within the company.  

ANDREAS KUSCHE: Human rights issues are a top 
priority at our company. The dialogue with investors 
helps us to continually generate a corresponding 
momentum within the company. In general, whenev-
er investors pursue a specific goal, it will sooner or 
later become relevant for the company’s supply of 
capital. 

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: That gives me hope.  
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The EU taxonomy improves  
comparability

How exactly does the EU taxonomy affect your 
company? Will you only focus on activities that 
conform to the specified criteria in future? 
 
ANDREAS KUSCHE: We have set the course for 2030 
and we want to be all-electric by then, wherever 
market conditions allow. In doing so, we’re also fol-
lowing the requirements for emission limits for sus-
tainable vehicles in terms of EU taxonomy. Plug-in 
hybrids and battery-electric vehicles are to account 
for 50 percent of our unit sales by 2025. We want to 
align our capital allocation accordingly. However, I 
think that the actual achievement of the EU taxono-
my is that companies will also have to communicate 
the financial benefits of their sustainability activi-
ties in the future. This will improve comparability. 
Within the company itself, it will cause the finance 
and sustainability units to become more closely 
coordinated. We’re very curious to see how this new 
transparency affects investment behaviour. 

 

To conclude, I’d like you to just give your personal 
opinions. How do you define sustainable mobility?  

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: I didn’t get a driving licence 
until I was 42, and I have to admit that I probably 
never will become a car enthusiast. For me, sustaina-
ble mobility primarily takes place in public transport.   

ANDREAS KUSCHE: There also has to be a range of 
different forms of mobility. 

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: Exactly. That’s especially the 
case in rural areas. Unfortunately, local public trans-
portation has been gradually cut back in our region. 
I think this was a mistake, especially with schoolchil-
dren in mind. The first step should therefore be the 
revival of public transportation, also in rural areas, 
and the development of new concepts. Wherever that 
doesn’t make any sense, there’s space for individual-
ised transport that ideally should be electric. 

ANDREAS KUSCHE: As long as there’s a charging 
 station, out in the countryside.  

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS:  I’m confident that will be the 
case. Our municipalities have already noticed that 

With the taxonomy rules, the EU Commission sets universal standards for ecological management. The aim is to channel money flows into sustainable technologies in order to achieve the 
goal of climate neutrality by 2050.
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tourists who make day trips won’t come if they can’t 
recharge their vehicles anywhere.

The future of sustainable mobility

Mr Kusche, how do you define sustainable mobility?  

ANDREAS KUSCHE: For me, it’s a combination of mo-
bility options — in the area of public transport as well 
as in individual transportation. And this combination 
should, in turn, be organised in such a way as to have 
as few negative effects as possible. This pertains not 
only to the environment but also to social aspects. 
With regard to automobiles, it’s important to exam-
ine the impact of mobility throughout a vehicle’s life 
cycle. The social aspects we’ve previously mentioned 
also have to be taken into account. 

Are you convinced, Ms Schneeweiß? 

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: For me, the most convenient 
kind of mobility enables me to simply sit down and 
not have to worry about anything else. I guess that 
this will probably be possible in a Mercedes-Benz 
someday as well? 

ANDREAS KUSCHE: Yes, although this will still take 
several years. However, you’re welcome to gain some 
initial experience with the new S-Class, which is com-
ing out in 2022.  

ANTJE SCHNEEWEISS: Let’s agree that automobiles 
will certainly not disappear entirely. Nor should they, 
because in some areas they make sense.

Thank you very much for this interview. 

Andreas Kusche 
is Investor Relations Manager and ESG expert at the Mercedes-Benz Group 
AG. Here he is responsible for capital market communications concerning 
the ESG factors. He has a degree in engineering management, mechanical 
engineering/vehicle technology and controlling. Andreas Kusche joined the 
Mercedes-Benz Group AG in 2006 and has worked in his current position 
since 2019.

Antje Schneeweiß 
is the Secretary of the Working Group of Church Investors in the German 
Protestant Church. She has been working in the field of sustainable invest-
ments for more than 30 years. Among other things, she has published a 
book titled Kursbuch Ethische Geldanlagen (Guidance for Ethical Invest-
ment) on the topic. Since 2020, she has reported for the Social Taxonomy 
subgroup on the European Commission’s Sustainable Finance platform. 
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BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager, has a clear ambition: The 
company wants to accelerate the transformation to a climate-neutral society 
without leaving people behind along the way. In an interview Paul Bodnar, 
Global Head of Sustainable Investing at BlackRock, outlines the conditions for 
a just transition and the important role of governance.

An effective and successful transition 
is one that is just and equitable

From an investor perspective: What demands does 
a shift towards more sustainable business mod-
els require from the automotive industry – and 
Mercedes-Benz in particular?
First and foremost, the global energy transition – 
and more broadly, the transition to a net zero global 
economy – is going to impact every industry’s busi-
ness model. From an investor perspective, companies 
need to be able to demonstrate that their long-term 
strategic plans are resilient through the transition. 
That is, as governments enact policies to support 
the transition, consumer preferences change, and 
new technologies emerge, how are the companies 
going to continue to deliver value to shareholders 
over the long-term? Those that are unable to adapt 
may see declines in their valuations. The transition is 
already well underway in the automotive industry, as 
our CEO, Larry Fink, recently highlighted in his most 

recent letter to CEOs. Innovative – and disruptive – 
new companies have entered the market, and today 
every car manufacturer is pivoting towards electric 
vehicle manufacturing. EV sales in some countries 
doubled last year from the previous year, reaching 
ten percent of global sales, and projections estimate 
all-electric vehicles to make up over half of new vehi-
cle sales by 2030. This is a dramatic pace of change 
for an industry with long product planning lifecycles. 
Mercedes-Benz has certainly been a prominent leader 
not just in target-setting but aligning capital plans by 
moving new vehicle architectures to all-electric after 
2025 and spinning off the trucking division to focus 
more on hydrogen powertrains. 

Paul Bodnar  
Managing Director and Global Head of Sustainble  

Investing at BlackRock
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Transformation can only succeed if it involves as 
many stakeholders as possible (decision makers, 
politicians, etc.) and if broad political and societal 
consensus is upheld. Can the transformation prove 
effective without jeopardizing the other two? 
At BlackRock, we talk about this a lot. For us, an effec-
tive and successful transition is one that is just and 
equitable, meaning it doesn’t disproportionately harm 
or leave behind vulnerable communities. For exam-
ple, we need to continue to ensure that reliable and 
affordable energy is available to all communities, not 
just those in windy or sunny regions. From the auto-
maker’s perspective, EV-based vehicle platforms may 
support fewer manufacturing or maintenance jobs. 
What does that mean for the communities in which 
the manufacturer is the largest employer? As compa-
nies adjust their strategy to align with the  net zero 
transition, it’s important that they take a stakehold-
er-centric approach. But clearly, the private sector 
cannot address all of these issues on its own. Govern-
ments, in particular, need to take a leading role in the 
transition by providing clear pathways and consistent 
policies and by supporting the development of new 
technologies that aren’t viable today. As investors, 
we believe that a more favorable macro-environment 
from an orderly transition to net zero will benefit com-
panies and ultimately our clients, the shareholders. 
But failing to move forward in the transition together 
as a whole society risks creating polarization, resent-
ment and inequality, which will stymie progress.

What is most important for BlackRock when it 
comes to the transformation of the automotive 
industry and considering ESG criteria?
Every industry operates in the context of evolving 
societal expectations about the role of companies in 
advancing sustainability objectives. As a shareholder 
of public companies on behalf of our clients, Black-
Rock is focused on how companies are positioning 
themselves to generate long-term financial value for 
shareholders amidst these changes. Much of it hinges 
on effective leadership and governance. As auto-
makers shift their business strategies, it’s important 
to ensure that they have the right governance model 
in place to oversee the new strategy. Do they have 
directors with appropriate expertise on their boards? 
How are they managing the risks inherent in new tech-

nologies? Does it make sense to combine or separate 
certain businesses? Not every automobile company 
is going to look the same. It’s up to the board and 
management to cast a critical eye at these issues and 
make sure that they’re prepared for the transition. 

Paul Bodnar  
is Global Head of Sustainable Investing at BlackRock and Managing Direc-
tor, driving BlackRock’s leadership in sustainable investing. He previously 
served as Chief Strategy Officer at RMI as well as Special Assistant to 
President Obama and Senior Director for Energy and Climate Change at 
the National Security Council. Additionally, Paul Bodnar has been U.S. lead 
negotiator for climate finance at the State Department. Earlier in his career, 
he was Director for Carbon Finance at Climate Change Capital. He founded 
the Center for Climate-Aligned Finance; helped to establish the Mission 
Possible Partnership; and was co-founder and partner at Vertis Environ-
mental Finance. Paul Bodnar holds a BA from Stanford and an MA from 
Harvard, both in international relations. 
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They are the trend indicator when it comes to current developments in sustainability, 
whether they be regulatory, social or technological. They combine the external 
requirements that the Group has to meet with its internal goals and business strategy. 
In addition, they advise and support the specialist units in considering sustainability 
aspects within their work. Nicole Susann Roschker directs sustainability management 
at the Sustainability Competence Office in cooperation with the Corporate 
Environmental Protection department, while Dr Wolfram Heger is responsible for 
Stakeholder Management at the Mercedes-Benz Group. In the following interview, 
they talk about the modus vivendi with non-governmental organisations (NGOs), the 
value of materiality analysis and the limits of corporate influence.

The relationship of trust between us 
and our stakeholders has grown

Ms Roschker, Dr Heger, what are the most impor-
tant sustainability topics for the future of the 
automotive industry that you and the stakeholders 
have to keep an eye on?   

DR WOLFRAM HEGER: The priorities are manifold — 
starting from environmental protection, human rights 
and responsible supply chains to issues of social cohe-
sion. In the future, we will address these issues even 
more strongly on the societal level than before. This 
means that we will look into what causes, social interde-
pendencies and possible solutions exist in these areas.  

NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: In addition to human 
rights and climate protection, one of the top issues for 
the Mercedes-Benz Group is resource conservation. 
We can’t address climate change and resource use 
separately from the question of social justice. This 
is demonstrated, for example, by current regulatory 
developments such as Germany’s Supply Chain Act. 
Making a supply chain sustainable requires far more 
than just respecting human rights. Social and envi-
ronmental aspects have to be addressed holistically 
and risks have to be avoided or limited along the 
entire value chain — from the raw material sources 

Wolfram Heger 
Head of Stakeholder Management at Mercedes-Benz Group AG

Nicole Susann Roschker 
Head of Sustainability Management & Sustainability Competence Office at  

Mercedes-Benz Group AG

© Norbert Gräf 
Photography
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all the way to recycling. This will also be reflected in 
the statutory requirements that we expect the EU to 
introduce in 2022. In addition, we have to meet the 
expectations of investors, who are increasingly focus-
sing on ESG factors as well. 

You ask internal and external stakeholders to 
 contribute to the materiality analysis that is used 
for weighting sustainability topics. What role do 
the United Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) play in this context? 

NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: A very decisive one. 
As corporate citizens, companies are part of society 
and their activities have a positive or negative impact 
on its sustainability goals. We have therefore eval-
uated the effects that our business activities have 
on the SDGs (SDG impact analysis). Our cooperation 
with partners from the business community, society 

and government creates impulses far beyond our 
product that have an impact on society. Among our 
partners are companies, think tanks, universities and 
municipalities; each of these collaborations makes a 
contribution. At the same time, we examine how we 
can improve, for example in the supply chain or at our 
plants. We continue to work with the insights gained.

Are there any aspects that evolved to an especially 
great extent in 2021? 

NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: Yes, the much more am-
bitious electrification targets of our Ambition 2039 in 
the car sector, according to which we want to make 
the whole value chain of our new car fleet CO2 neutral 
by 2039. Last year, we further reinforced this goal by 
taking the strategic step from “electric-first” to “elec-
tric-only”. In addition to a number of other factors, the 
results of the materiality analysis contributed to the 

We focus on SDGs 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13, as these are the areas where we can add the most value. In this way, we are further expanding the contribution of our business activities to the 
 achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 
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company’s decision to switch to battery-electric drive 
systems by the end of this decade, wherever the mar-
ket conditions allow. External and internal stakehold-
ers classified climate protection as the most relevant 
area of action.  

DR WOLFRAM HEGER: I want to emphasize that we’ve 
been working on these goals for quite some time. I 
think our continuous and longstanding stakeholder 
dialogue with civil society and the Advisory Board for 
Sustainability and Integrity has contributed to the fact 
that today we have a Human Rights Respect System, 
effective data protection, Ambition 2039 and our 
electric-only approach. 

Why is the external viewpoint  
so important for the analysis? 

DR WOLFRAM HEGER: External experts, such as 
those from non-governmental organisations and our 
Advisory Board, provide us with very frank ‘food for 
thought’ and contribute their specific expertise to the 
further development of our strategy and operational 
processes. With the aim of making progress on these 

issues, we organize the Sustainability Dialogue, in 
which the external experts voice their positions, ex-
press criticisms and expectations of Mercedes-Benz 
very clearly. And that’s how it should be, because 
they continuously help us to determine what we can 
improve. This makes our stakeholders indispensable 
sparring partners and I expect them to become even 
more important in the future.  

NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: This trend is also evi-
dent in the fact that our Advisory Board is regularly 
consulted in between board meetings on a wide range 
of specialist issues. We greatly appreciate this dia-
logue because the discussions with external experts, 
who bring a different perspective, help us to make 
considerable progress. 

What role did NGOs play in the materiality analysis? 
NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: NGOs are a key stake-
holder group that contribute to all four components 
of the analysis: the  desk analysis, the SDG impact 
analysis, the stakeholder surveys and the interviews 
with experts. The NGOs are driving many develop-
ments, including legislation.

The materiality analysis helps determine which sustainability issues are particularly relevant for the Group and its stakeholders. The analysis consists of several components:  
a comprehensive competition and media analysis, regulatory requirements and information relevant to capital markets, and among others an online stakeholder survey. 
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When NGOs make demands or suggestions, how 
do you incorporate them into your strategy and 
processes? 

NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: The materiality analysis 
underpins our strategy process. For every topic that 
our stakeholders mention in the analysis, we con-
duct an in-depth analysis that addresses the risks, 
opportunities and key trends. We ask ourselves how 
to address a given topic at the company in the best 
manner. We not only present our analysis in the Group 
Sustainability Board, but also prepare the findings for 
all of the departments and interdisciplinary working 
groups in our strategic areas of action. In this way, the 
results of the materiality analysis contribute to the 
further development of our strategy. We then derive 
operational measures and use performance indicators 
to assess the results.  

DR WOLFRAM HEGER: A practical example of this is 
our Human Rights Respect System, which we have 
repeatedly mirrored in cooperation with external 
stakeholders over many years. In doing so, we take 
up suggestions and discuss dilemma situations, but 
also sharpen processes and KPIs and adjust them. 

We haven’t adopted every idea, but very many — be-
cause they’re helpful and we have a common objec-
tive in mind. So this dialogue is extremely important 
to us.

That sounds like a trustworthy  
working relationship. 

DR WOLFRAM HEGER: Absolutely. That wasn’t always 
the case. However, the regular discussions, including 
those conducted during 14 years of Sustainability 
Dialogues, have gradually led to the growth of a trust-
ing relationship. As a result, today we have a good 
relationship with almost all stakeholder representa-
tives, given that they are interested in a constructive 
dialogue. There is a certain modus vivendi, which is 
based on reliability, trust and mutual respect. This en-
ables us to address critical topics and jointly deliber-
ate them. Incidentally, honest dialogue also includes 
pointing out the limits of our corporate influence.

More than 200 representatives from politics, business and society came together at the 14th Daimler Sustainability Dialogue on 17 and 18 November 2021.
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At the same time, you, as a company, use national 
and international mandates in order to present 
your positions to governments. 
DR WOLFRAM HEGER: That isn’t a contradiction — on 
the contrary. The regulatory framework is established 
by the political institutions that are legitimately 
entitled to do so. Together with other stakeholders, 
we can present our positions via mandates such as 
those of the UN Global Compact, the World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development and econsense. 
In this way, it is perfectly legitimate to demonstrate 
towards politics what we can realistically achieve.

Let’s get back to the materiality analysis:  
where has a stimulus led to a concrete strategy? 

NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: Our focus on resource 
conservation, for example, can be traced back to the 
analysis. We held intensive discussions with the Pro-
curement unit in order to determine to what extent we 
should set corresponding goals for our suppliers. How 
we could cooperate with them to greatly improve re-
source conservation and climate protection along the 
entire value chain was also part of the discussions. 
This also includes checking whether the Supplier 
Sustainability Standards are still sufficiently ambitious 
and continuously developing them further. 

Do you also see your in-house role as  
explaining stakeholder interests to others? 

DR WOLFRAM HEGER: We see our role as translating 
society’s current expectations for our company. How-
ever, we also see ourselves as a source of information 
and impulses for future sustainability developments. 
For example, we provide specialist units with advice 
on how they can plan and shape their measures. Like 
sustainability as a whole, this task isn’t a sprint, but 
rather a marathon. 

NICOLE SUSANN ROSCHKER: We bring internal and 
external viewpoints together when we pass on what 
we hear in discussions with our stakeholders to the 
various specialists at our company. 

In 2021 you held the 14th Daimler Sustainability 
Dialogue with stakeholders. This was the last such 
dialogue to date. Will this format be continued in 
2022? 

DR WOLFRAM HEGER: Definitely. We are constantly 
developing the content of the dialogue and are also 
planning an anchor event in 2022. We are currently 
developing the details — and we’re also considering 
additional smaller dialogue formats and discus-
sions on special topics. Above all, it is important to 
be in continuous exchange. We will continue to do 
everything in our power to contribute to the sustain-
able orientation of the company in dialogue with our 
stakeholders.

Dr Wolfram Heger 
is responsible for external stakeholder management, including the Sustain-
ability Dialogue and supporting mandates, for example in matters involving 
the UN Global Compact at Mercedes-Benz Group AG. His team channels 
external momentum onwards internally and addresses future sustaina-
bility topics. He has been with the company since 1998. Before then, he 
studied economics and politics and received his doctorate for his work on 
value-oriented internal communication. 

Nicole Susann Roschker 
mainly looks after the development of strategy and governance for sustain-
ability as well as the area of sustainable finance at Mercedes-Benz Group 
AG. She is currently carrying out a new materiality analysis. Together with 
her colleagues from Corporate Environmental Protection, Roschker is 
responsible with her team for the Sustainability Competence Office, the 
working body of the Group Sustainability Board. She successfully complet-
ed her MBA in Sustainability Management at the Leuphana Professional 
School in Lüneburg in 2012 and has been active in the field for many years.
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The NGO Germanwatch is one of the stakeholders with whom the Mercedes-Benz 
Group AG is in a continuous exchange. This portrait is about the Chairwoman of the 
Board of Germanwatch, Silvie Kreibiehl, and her view on the results of COP26, the 
mobility revolution, climate justice, legislation and sustainable luxury saloons.

What we need now is a courageous 
and emboldening policy

At the 26th United Nations Climate Change Con-
ference (COP26) in Glasgow in November 2021, the 
Mercedes-Benz Group AG committed itself to dis-
continuing combustion engines by 2040. This was 
an important signal for other companies, says Silvie 
Kreibiehl, Chairwoman of the Board of Germanwatch1. 
“When companies communicate such goals, it helps 
raise people’s awareness,” says Kreibiehl, 45, who 
noticed at COP26 that businesses are now extremely 
active in this regard. However, apart from an agree-
ment between several industrialised countries and 
South Africa, the conference in Glasgow made almost 
no progress with regard to the good international 
cooperation with, or the support of, partner countries 
that take political approaches to incorporating social 
justice into the energy transition programmes for 
combating climate change. “In order to counteract the 

climate crisis, governments, businesses and socie-
ty need a shared mission and have to invest at the 
same time. This requires a strong commitment and 
considerable trust between all of the market players.” 
Considering the automotive industry’s complex supply 
chain, the Ambition 2039 strategy of Mercedes-Benz 
as an OEM is as ambitious as it is helpful. Since then, 
the targets have been tightened even further. “When 
the economic risk becomes more tangible, the suppli-
ers react too. That’s something we see quite often.”  

Emboldening visions and a  
mobility allowance instead  
of a commuter allowance 

As a coordinating lead author of the Sixth Assessment 

© Christine Gabler

Silvie Kreibiehl 
Chairwoman of the NGO Germanwatch

1  Germanwatch: This German non-governmental organisation (NGO) works for global equity and the preservation of livelihoods. In addition, it contributes to national and international 
climate-protection policies. Other core topics include corporate responsibility and education for sustainable development as well as global nutrition, land use and trade. It is considered 
one of the leading NGOs in the automotive dialogue.
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Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC), Kreibiehl knows exactly how high the 
investment needs are and what is driving the individ-
ual sectors. She points out that in order to buffer a 

 rebound effect during the switch to electric mobil-
ity, governments should introduce not only purchas-
ing incentives but also  bonus/malus systems in 
addition to a general mobility allowance instead of a 
commuter allowance. “However, the mobility transi-
tion requires more than just electric mobility. It calls 
for changed behaviour and a better infrastructure,” 
says Kreibiehl, who now uses a cargo bike to travel 
around in her place of residence near Frankfurt. In ad-
dition to technologies, a good charging infrastructure, 
more bicycle paths and an expansion of local public 
transport are just as important as changing everyone’s 
behaviour, according to Kreibiehl. “We have to make 
this desirable. What we now need is a courageous 
policy that also gives encouragement. I miss more 
visionary leaders in business and governments who 
say: ‘Look here. This is how we can live and what 
we can do; we’ll be better off!’” Kreibiehl is deeply 
convinced of this: “Our world will become better if we 
do so. However, in this regard we need catchy images 
that encourage people and tell a vision.“

Goal-oriented politics and  
a desire for transformation

According to Germanwatch, a lot is happening on the 
corporate side. “Many companies have committed 
managers who redirect large companies”, says Kreibie-
hl. Germany and its companies are ideally positioned 
for a rapid transformation, she says, speaking as an 
expert in climate finance. This change will strengthen 
Germany’s economy if business continues to make 
innovative investments in this field. The best steering 
instrument for governments is to create transparency 
and set explicit long-term goals and short- and medi-
um-term milestones to clearly define what needs to 
happen for the transition of mobility and attainment 
of climate neutrality, says Kreibiehl. “The next five 
years will be crucial for us in order to still achieve the 
global 1.5-degree target. We now need a significant 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions very quickly, 
so that we don’t exceed the remaining CO2 budget. 
This means that we have to avoid all  lock-in effects 
because they are too expensive and delay everything.” 
In order to explain this to the people, it was very 
helpful that, in April 2021, Germany’s Constitutional 
Court ruled in favour of key parts of a constitutional 
complaint regarding the Climate Protection Law that 

In November, Mercedes-Benz, together with 33 countries, 40 regions, cities and regional governments as well as 38 companies from around the globe signed the COP26  
“declaration on accelerating the transition to 100% zero emission cars and vans”.
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had been submitted by a group of young people. 
The individual stakeholders have to greatly trust one 
another if we are to achieve the necessary reductions. 
However, the most important thing is to get people 
to want the transformation. “This will create a com-
petitive situation within society where people will try 
out new things and lose their fear of change. When 
that happens, transformation can occur faster than 
expected. Although it might be inconvenient at first, if 
I can no longer enter the city centre with my combus-
tion engine car. However, after a while I find it normal 
to take a tram into town, especially when I’m familiar 
with the connections and start to enjoy the benefits 
of car-free city centres.”

Resolving the supposed 
 contradictions between  
capital and climate protection

Not doing or buying something can be “incredibly 
liberating” says Kreibiehl, who has an integrated mas-
ter’s degree in business administration. She herself 
has already decided to make a big change in her life: 
at the age of 30, she was a successful investment 
banker for corporate finance and sustainability at 
Deutsche Bank, where she earned a six-figure salary. 
Although she benefitted from a steep learning curve 
and exciting projects, she nevertheless decided to 
contribute her skills elsewhere in society. In 2007, she 
therefore applied at Deutscher Entwicklungsdienst 
(German development service) to supervise a mi-
croloan project in Uganda. However, her supervisors 
at the bank wanted to keep her. She then decided to 
spend a six-month sabbatical at a Ugandan village 
near the border to Congo. Here, she lived under very 
basic conditions. Although it might seem to have been 
a complete turnabout, it was rather a “getting back to 
the roots”, Kreibiehl says in retrospect. That’s because 
she originally wanted to study tropical agricultural 
economics and then work in cooperative develop-
ment aid. 

As an investment banker, she gave solar power com-
panies access to the stock exchange. “Back then, you 
still had to explain to investors what a  feed-in tariff 
is.” As Chairwoman of the Board of Germanwatch, she 
now knows that capital and climate protection have 

to go hand in hand. “You won’t be able to achieve a 
transformation if you don’t finance companies,” she 
says. “Moreover, the transformation will not succeed 
without a capital market. I think we have to stop em-
phasising supposed contradictions.”

For Kreibiehl as the mother of a three-year-old daugh-
ter this is also about a socio-ecological transforma-
tion in terms of global justice. “It will make you want 
to enjoy nature. Experiencing more extreme weather 
phenomena won’t be enjoyable, however. Even city 
life will be different, but more pleasant. Once we 
have more global justice, I won’t have to always think 
whether the things I buy might cause someone to 
suffer,” she says. Many countries need technology 
transfers, capacity increases and much more besides. 
“However, we also have to address the causes of ex-
isting wealth gaps, for example in trade agreements.”

EU taxonomy increases the 
 awareness of investors and 
 financial market players  

The first part of the Sixth Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, pub-
lished in summer 2021, clearly describes the regional 
effects of climate change and what these mean, 
among other things, for the economy and its sup-
ply chains. According to Kreibiehl, one of the major 
achievements of Germanwatch in 2021 was Germany’s 
Due Diligence Act (Sorgfaltspflichtengesetz), which 
is also known as the Supply Chain Act (Lieferketteng-
esetz). Kreibiehl says: “This is a paradigm shift from 
voluntary to mandatory measures when it comes 

Extreme weather events such as heat waves, cold snaps or heavy rainfall are increasing due 
to climate change.
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to respect for human rights in global supply chains. 
Companies are already taking this topic much more 
seriously than before.”

The Human Rights Respect System initiated by the 
Mercedes-Benz Group, which aims to ensure respect 
for human rights throughout the supply chain, is 
“exactly what we need” as a risk-based approach, she 
says. A company must begin to take action where it 
sees the biggest human rights risks in its own busi-
ness activities. This is also the approach taken by the 
Supply Chain Act. Kreibiehl says: “The focus really has 
to be on the people in the affected areas. It’s impor-
tant that the risks do not depend on whether they 
are direct supplies or those further down the supply 
chain.”

“A taxonomy that defines the sustainability of invest-
ments can have a huge pull effect,” she adds. “More 
and more investors will take sustainability risks into 
account.” Kreibiehl then expects asset managers to 
come under pressure to take ESG criteria not only 
as a reporting tool but also as a steering instrument. 
According to Kreibiehl, the taxonomy will help sharp-
en the focus and become more transparent and 
concrete. After all, by no means all investors would 
already realise yet how extensively and quickly com-
panies need to realign. She further points out that 
the taxonomy requires vehicles to be emission-free 
from 2026 in order to be considered sustainable. This 
would be an important, even if insufficient, compo-
nent for the transformation of mobility. Not only the 
climate taxonomy but also the social taxonomy would 
be important in the future.

Luxury sedans as early movers  
for sustainable innovations

According to Silvie Kreibiehl, the mobility sector will 
also have to reduce its demand for raw materials 
if the transformation to a sustainable, CO2 neutral 
economy is to be a success. “Unfortunately, many 
technologies — especially those in the energy sector 
— have a high consumption of metallic and mineral 
raw materials. That’s why the circular economy targets 
are so important for the energy sector and a reduction 
in raw material consumption is so fundamental”, says 

Kreibiehl. “If a luxury saloon is manufactured from 
recycled materials, it becomes an early mover for 
innovations that will later be launched on the mass 
market. However, such a car must not become a fig 
leaf for much more far-reaching changes in lifestyle 
and consumer behaviour.” 

In this context, Kreibiehl also finds a different pricing 
policy intriguing: “It would be interesting to consider 
whether the environmental impact should be incorpo-
rated into the production costs of the various models 
as a sort of shadow price. In the end, the more sus-
tainable vehicle would be somewhat cross-subsidised 
by the other vehicle, but the price signal will be more 
appropriate.”

Silvie Kreibiehl  
has been Chairwoman of the Board of the German NGO Germanwatch 
since 2019. She holds a diploma in business administration, is an expert 
in climate finance and is the coordinating lead author of the Financing 
chapter of the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC).
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Eckart von Klaeden represents the interests of Mercedes-Benz in the political arena. 
He earns his bread and butter by working with governments, associations and NGOs 
to find the biggest possible overlap between the common good and corporate 
interests. We asked von Klaeden five questions in order to find out what constitutes 
a climate-compatible transportation policy, how he views prohibitions, and why 
 lobbying contributes more to good solutions than its reputation might suggest. 

Especially now, the force of 
argumentation is paramount

Mr. von Klaeden, new mobility offers ranging 
from e-scooters to carsharing are launched on the 
market every day. Why is a private car still many 
people’s favourite mode of transportation? 
When I received my driver’s licence 40 years ago, it 
would’ve been much cheaper for me even back then 
to use public transportation instead of buying my 
first car. But I decided to buy a car nonetheless — 
just like the many people who still do the same thing 
today. They do this for multiple reasons. A car safely 
takes me wherever I want to go at any time of day or 
night — while providing comfort and driving pleasure. 
Besides, two thirds of all Germans live in rural areas, 
where public transportation systems are extremely 
unlikely to ever offer a service that could replace the 
car. Consequently, discussions that fundamentally 
question the need for private cars are often con-

ducted from an urban perspective. However, if we 
want transport to be successfully transformed into 
CO2 neutral mobility, we have to consider everyone’s 
needs and safeguard the advantages of individual mo-
bility. That’s also a key requirement for public accept-
ance. Political ideas that aim to use climate protection 
policy for socio-political re-education won’t benefit 
anyone — neither mobility nor society nor climate 
protection.  

The concept of the car-friendly city was consid-
ered promising for a long time. What has changed, 
and why is Mercedes-Benz getting involved in 
urban planning today?
The car-friendly city is an outdated concept — for us 
as well as others. Today, aspects such as fresh air, 

Eckart von Klaeden 
Lawyer and Head of the External Affairs department at Mercedes-Benz Group AG
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peace and quiet, and local recreation are playing a 
vital role in urban planning. Cars still play a legitimate 
role in cities, but they must fulfil basic requirements 
such as environmental compatibility, emission control, 
and integration into new transportation concepts. Our 
mission as an automaker is obvious: we have to offer 
people the right products. Thanks to our electric-only 
approach, we’re moving in the right direction.

At the same time, we’re helping cities make their 
transportation concepts as efficient as possible. 
We’re not doing this because we’re worried that the 
need for self-determined mobility could decrease — 
on the contrary.

What’s your opinion of regulatory  
prohibitions in transportation policy?
To give you one example, riding a bicycle on a mo-
torway is prohibited — and I think that makes perfect 
sense. It’s just as senseless to oppose prohibitions 
on principle as to give them blanket approval. They 
have to be proportionate. I oppose prohibitions if 
they limit the individual’s ability to act even though 
good alternatives exist. One example of such an 
alternative is CO2 pricing instead of the prohibition 

of combustion engines. If the price of CO2 emissions 
rises, there’s an increasing economic incentive to emit 
less CO2 or none at all. Of course the charging price 
shouldn’t be shooting up in parallel; instead, ideally it 
should decrease. However, in order to persuade the 
public to accept this transformation, we also need a 
social balance. And the enthusiasm factor shouldn’t 
be neglected either. If I’m presenting e-mobility as 
a burdensome limitation, I really shouldn’t be sur-
prised if people hesitate to take advantage of it. After 
all, the decisive factor should be that I want to drive 
the vehicle — not that I have to drive it. The more 
enthusiastic people are, the faster the changeover 
will take place. As a producer of luxury automobiles, 
we therefore have a special responsibility to develop 
technical solutions that drive decarbonisation and get 
people on board. If this spark kindles interest not only 
among customers but also among other automakers, a 
competition model will develop — in favour of climate 
protection.

To what extent does business success  
depend on political decisions?
That depends entirely on the decisions in question. 
Our electric-only approach makes us  particularly 

With the EQE, the sixth all-electric model from Mercedes-EQ will be launched on the market in 2022.
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 ambitious in any case.1 In addition to legislation 
regarding vehicle fleets, recycling requirements and 
supply chain legislation are becoming increasingly im-
portant at the European level. However, our business 
success depends among other factors on ensuring 
that the public authorities not only regulate but also 
create the prerequisites for the transformation’s 
success. One example of this is the infrastructure. 
Whereas we as an automaker offer attractive products 
to make the shift to electric mobility easier, govern-
ments must work together with the energy compa-
nies to make the necessary infrastructure available. 
According to the German federal government, a total 
of one million charging points should be added by 
2030. At the moment, 1,000 new charging points are 
being added to the grid every month. However, more 
than 2,000 charging points would have to be added 
every week in order to reach the EU targets. In my 
opinion, responsibility is never exclusive. That’s why 
we are participating together with IONITY in the ex-
pansion of the charging infrastructure — and why the 
environmental bonus instituted by the governments is 
enhancing the attractiveness of our products. None-
theless, today it’s mainly the governments who are 
being called on to move the charging infrastructure 
into high gear.

How are you dealing with the fact that your 
 struggle to balance conflicting interests isn’t  
making you popular?
Many people have a distorted and outdated concept 
of the representation of political interests. I can only 
be successful in my job if I promote our goals in a way 
that is reliable and based on trust. And it’s also wrong 
to assume that in our lobby work we aim to bring 
about decisions that are then politically implemented 
on a one-to-one basis. We expect governments to 
make the right decisions on their own responsibili-
ty, and we work hard to ensure that these decisions 
appropriately take our interests into account. Lobby 
work means working together to find the biggest pos-
sible overlap between the common good and corpo-
rate interests. Whether it’s a question of jobs, EURO 7 
legislation or charging stations, in our work we rely on 
the force of argumentation — as well as a healthy mix 
of pragmatism and ambition. 

Eckart von Klaeden 
is a lawyer and Head of the External Affairs department at Mercedes-Benz 
Group AG. He was a member of the German Bundestag from 1994 to 2013 
and a Minister of State in the Federal Chancellery from 2009 to 2013. He 
subsequently joined Daimler AG, where he conducts dialogue with govern-
ments, associations and NGOs.

1  Mercedes-Benz aims to be ready to become all-electric by the end of this decade — wherever market conditions allow.
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Imagine a metropolis, where inhabitants and tourists will almost exclusively choose 
sustainable mobility options to travel across the city, while serious road accidents 
and fatalities have been reduced to zero. Rikesh Shah from London’s transport 
authority, TfL, reveals the role, Mercedes-Benz plays in this scenario. 

Any innovation is about  
saving real-life problems

London‘s Mayor, who is also the chair of Transport 
for London (TfL), outlines “a city for all London-
ers”. What will this city look like in detail? 
London will be a safer, more inclusive, greener and 
also a more prosperous city. This is why the Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy sets a key target. He wants 80 
percent of all trips to be made by walking, cycling and 
public transit by 2041. And it’s fantastic to have this 
North Star, a long-term target to aim for. 

How do you turn the Transport Strategy into action? 
With recent advances in technology, there will be lots 
of innovations that can add value to our strategy. We 
set out the Innovation Hub to focus on a few key are-
as. And we recognise mobility is changing. When I was 
a child, I’d either got a lift in my parent’s car, rode my 
BMX bike around or I’d use public transport. Today, 
there are multiple options. You may own a bike, or 
you may rent it. It might be a folding bike, an electric 

bike, dockless or docked. Similarly, it could be a car 
or a minicab, and you may be sat with other people 
through pooling services. Our work in the Innovation 
Hub is to deal with new mobility concepts, advances 
in technology, thinking about aspects such as safety 
and accessibility. The question is, how can we run our 
city better by embracing new technologies? 

A clear strategy:  
safety as a core focus

What are your key challenges? 
Safety is key as we move people around the city. 
Tragically, we had 96 deaths on the road network in 
2020, and we want to get it to zero. So, Vision Zero is 
our core focus. Another topic that is front of mind for 
the organisation is finance. 72 percent of TfL’s revenue 
is from fares. And with covid-19, all of the UK’s transit 
agencies have suffered in terms of revenue. Third, our 

Rikesh Shah 
Head of Commercial Innovation Transport for London (TfL)
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decarbonisation agenda ensures we move towards a 
green city. So, three very different examples of chal-
lenges, but all priorities.

Speaking of covid-19, what further impacts  
has the pandemic had on your work?
It has helped to strengthen some sustainable mobil-
ity concepts. We’ve invested a lot of resources and 
budget towards creating new cycleways and new 
walkways to support people to walk around the city 
safely, particularly in response to the pandemic. How-
ever, there is also another development. Pre-March 
2020, my job was to encourage people to use public 
transport. Suddenly, covid-19 came in, and we needed 
to suddenly think even more about cleaning and 
safety from a new perspective. And with the latest 
variant, it’s still a challenge. We stick to government 
guidelines and public health guidelines but we want 
to make sure anyone on our network is safe. 

Do you also notice changes that reinforce  
your work in the Innovation Hub? 
Yes, we had a lot of collaboration between London’s 
multiple travel agencies and stakeholder groups 

from the boroughs and other communities during the 
pandemic. We were sharing data on different inter-
ventions that we were testing. And aligned to that, 
teams came up with a lot of new ideas. As a result of 
a great uncertainty we were able to experiment a little 
bit more than usual. Looking at different options and 
then coming up with the right solution in a really quick 
manner was incredibly impressive.

An innovative service:  
real-time services for passengers 

Please share an example. 
During the first peak of the pandemic in London, a 
new hospital was built and we also introduced new 
transport services to help the medical stuff move 
in and out safely. Our idea was to provide real-time 
information, so doctors and nurses can get quickly 
onto the bus, rather than congregating together and 
increasing the risk of spreading the virus. So, once 
the bus route went live, a team of colleagues together 
with a start-up company, put in a series of sensors on 
buses and turned them into a GPS locator. Then, they 
turned the transmitted data into a timetable service, 
and released all information to app developers and 

A look at London‘s intermodal mobility offering.
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others. So, in real-time, doctors and nurses were able 
to know exactly where and at what time the buses 
would pick them up. And that was done in less than 
three weeks. We have an incredible team and a bril-
liant ecosystem innovators.

Do you also work with data to  
address impacts of road traffic? 
Definitely. Technology is allowing us to make use of 
data in a way that we couldn’t do ten years ago. Let 
me give you one example of our work. Together with 
German technology provider Bosch we were seek-
ing to improve the air quality on the High Street of 
a London borough. We installed air quality monitors 
and controlled the traffic flow through adjusting 
traffic light timing. So, when the traffic went through 
a densely populated area, it smoothly flowed through 
rather than stop-starting. We then looked at multiple 
data types, e.g., at the types of vehicles that are going 
through, the building typology, even weather data, 
as well as complementing it with air quality sensor 
data. As a result, we were able to develop an accurate 
model of what impact that intervention has had. Even 
though traffic volumes were low, it reduced exposure 
to bad air by six percent in that particular area. So 
it’s proven an intervention based on data works, and 
that’s a really good example of how we are now using 
data and hoping to scale it in other locations.

United in Vision Zero

Improving road safety towards a Vision Zero target 
is the other key issue of the Transport Strategy. 
Where do you stand today? 
We’ve already seen a significant percentage decrease 
of deaths and serious injuries compared to 2019 
levels. But it’s not about celebrating. It’s about how 
do we continue on that path and we will not stop until 
we get to zero. 

Together with Mercedes-Benz, you are working 
on a program for greater road safety. How did this 
partnership develop?
It started with a coffee table talk at the London 
Automotive Forum a few years ago. After that, 
Mercedes-Benz’s department Urban Mobility Solutions 

and TfL shared some of their problem statements and 
quickly it became paramount that safety is what we 
should be focussing on. So, as part of that, we ran 
some workshops which led to the concept of vehicle 
as a sensor. An average car has many sensors, the data 
is used based on customer consent. Those analyses 
are very interesting in terms of road safety. So far, our 
risk modelling tool has focussed on a series of TfL 
data points and police data points. However, when we 
started to interrogate some of the vehicle data analyt-
ics, we gained insights that we hadn’t seen before.

Please tell us more about these insights.  
We looked at one particular location, which is a dual 
carriageway. The road is sealed, but there’s a flow-
erbed on one particular part. And what we noticed 
through the analysis of anonymised vehicle data 
which Mercedes-Benz shared with us was that, at this 
place, the advanced driver assistance system initiated 
emergency braking. We then found that people from 
a hotel across the road were using the flowerbed as 
a halfway point. They were trying to cross the road 
there, rather than using the next pedestrian crossing. 
So, that’s an example that wouldn’t have come up 
on our data, because there weren’t any incidents. As 
a result, the team is now exploring the chances of 
complementing the data from Mercedes-Benz cars 
with other sources like scooters, freight or cycles. The 
aim is to use this intelligence to improve our road risk 
modelling to make a significant contribution to road 
safety in London. So, based on these findings, TfL and 
the responsible public authorities can invest in more 
targeted interventions to make our roads safer for 
everyone.

Guiding traffic flow based on data can help to improve air quality in cities.
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What role might connected vehicles  
play in a mobility concept of the future? 
The level of data generated by cars goes beyond 
safety. So, it could be around wayfinding information. 
How do you take the driver from A to B as quickly and 
safely and reliably in the most green manner possible? 
What’s the level of optimisation when you are making 
a trip from A to B? Anyway, that would need other 
data than we use today and likely also further driver 
consent.

An exciting job:  
bringing magicians together

A lot of interesting projects to  
explore in TfL’s innovation hub.   
Absolutely. And we can’t do it alone, we are depend-
ent on partnerships and the willingness of the drivers 
to share the data. The magicians are the innovators. 
Our job is to curate and bring some of those great ide-
as together and let the geniuses, the innovators, come 
up with good solutions. Because any innovation is 
about saving real-life problems. It’s also important for 
me to say that it’s owing to the brilliant creativity and 

minds of people – suppliers, academia, TfL colleagues 
including my team and others – working in the Inno-
vation Hub enables us to try new concepts.

What is a real-life problem that you  
personally like to solve in any case?
I’m a born and bred Londoner, and my children are 
growing up here. The London that I remember from 
40 years ago was quite different to what it is now. Put 
away the nostalgic view, I want my kids to grow up 
where the air that they breathe in doesn’t create dis-
benefits for them from a health point of view. I want 
them to move around safely and keep fit and really 
enjoy what London has to offer. 

How does your personal mobility mix look like?
We have just recently moved houses to somewhere 
that we have a park across the road. As a family, a 
bunch of novice cyclists, we are going through the 
park now, which is good. Walking and jogging is some-
thing I do regularly, particularly as I’m working from 
home. I don’t get enough opportunity to do exercise. 
And I do use my wife’s car for trips where genuinely 
public transport cannot be used. So, as the pandemic 

Anonymously transmitted vehicle data can help to identify danger spots in cities.
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meant many of us, including myself, had to work from 
home I found that I missed my trip on the Jubilee 
Line. Believe it or not, I missed my local bus trips 
that I was doing, and that will continue as soon as 
we come out the next current phase of working from 
home. So, I am a true multi-modaler.

Are you close to the 80 percent  
vision of your mayor?  
I need to check my pedometer (laughs). I would say, 
I’m certainly close to it. I will probably use the car 
for half an hour a day to pick up one of my sons from 
school. So, yes, it is about 80 to 20 for me. And it’s 
easy, too. You know, for London, you are normally no 
more than 400 yards away from a TfL service.

Thank you for the interview.  

Rikesh Shah 
is Head of Commercial Innovation at Transport for London, and is account-
able for TfL’s engagement with market innovators to create new value for 
the city. He is also a member of the Smart London Board which is charged 
helping the Mayor shape his vision and strategy for London’s smart city 
agenda and investment in data infrastructure. 


